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TOPOLOGICAL DUALITIES IN THE ISING MODEL
DANIEL S. FREED AND CONSTANTIN TELEMAN
Abstract. We relate two classical dualities in low-dimensional quantum field theory: Kramers-
Wannier duality of the Ising and related lattice models in 2 dimensions, with electromagnetic
duality for finite gauge theories in 3 dimensions. The relation is mediated by the notion of boundary
field theory : Ising models are boundary theories for pure gauge theory in one dimension higher.
Thus the Ising order/disorder operators are endpoints of Wilson/’t Hooft defects of gauge theory.
Symmetry breaking on low-energy states reflects the multiplicity of topological boundary states. In
the process we describe lattice theories as (extended) topological field theories with boundaries and
domain walls. This allows us to generalize the duality to non-abelian groups; finite, semi-simple
Hopf algebras; and, in a different direction, to finite homotopy theories in arbitrary dimension.
In quantum field theory and statistical mechanics, the 2-dimensional Ising model has earned the
double distinction of being the first discrete model to exhibit, against expectations, phase transitions
in the large volume limit [P], and the first non-trivial one to be solved explicitly [O]. It is the
simplest lattice sigma-model (in apocryphal terminology) with only nearest-neighbor interactions,
and depends on a single parameter, physically interpreted as the temperature T , and encoded as
the reciprocal β “ 1{kT (with Boltzmann’s k). Nowadays, detailed treatments can be found in
graduate textbooks [ID, C]. The present paper is our mathematical attempt to understand some
features of the story and locate them within the algebraic structures of TQFT.
The Ising model assigns two possible states (spins valued in ˘1) to each node of a 2-dimensional
lattice. Equal spins for nearby nodes are probabilistically favored, strongly or weakly, according
to β. For a very large lattice, the system exhibits two phases: a ferromagnetic phase at low
temperature, where the spins are mostly aligned, with one sign dominating, and a paramagnetic
phase at high temperature, where regions of spins of both signs co-exist. The model also has a 2D
Euclidean (lattice) quantum field theory interpretation, with a space of states H assigned to any
“latticed” circle (subdivided into edges and nodes). Specifically, H is the space of functions on the
set of possible independent spin assignments to the nodes, and is acted upon by the transfer matrix,
the analogue of the exponentiated negative-signed Hamiltonian on a cylindrical space-time. At low
temperature, its top eigenvalue is achieved on the two aligned spin states, the two δ-functions
on the constant maps to t˘1u. At high temperature, the single top eigenvector is the constant
function on the set of all spin configurations, matching the statistical fact that no particular spin
configuration is favored. The model has a global /µ.. 2 “ t˘1u symmetry, acting simultaneously on
all spins, and the cold phase exhibits symmetry breaking : choosing to live near one or the other of
the distinguished eigenvectors leads to distinct Hilbert spaces of states, in the large lattice limit.
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2 D. S. FREED AND C. TELEMAN
Kramers-Wannier duality relates computed quantities in Ising models at temperatures T, T_
related by the formula sinhp2βq sinhp2β_q “ 1. On a general surface, we must dualize the lattice
as well, so this is only a self-duality of the model on a square planar lattice. The value β “ β_ “
1
2 arcsinhp1q, fixed under duality, is a candidate for a critical value, the phase transition between
the high and low temperature phases on the square lattice. It must be the critical value, should
there be a unique such, and this was later confirmed by the explicit solution of the Ising model [O].
A similar line of reasoning applies to the n-state Potts model [ID, §4.1]. At the risk of irritating
the expert reader, we will first describe the duality in the traditional way, as a Fourier transform;
then, we proceed to recall the problems of the naive formulation, and finally explain our solution,
where gauging the Ising model couples it to purely topological 3-dimensional gauge theory, where
another, electromagnetic duality extends KW duality.
All this reformulates known facts, perhaps in new language. However, the new point of view
does offer new insights. On one hand, we indicate some generalizations. One of them is the
Ising model for non-abelian groups. Here, the Ising side is written in the usual way, albeit with
a non-abelian finite group G; whereas the dual side is a state-sum construction of the partition
function from the category of representations of G, based on Turaev-Viro theory. This duality
appears to be new; its most general version features finite-dimensional semi-simple Hopf algebras.
Furthermore, we will give an abstract reformulation in terms of topological field theories with a
polarization, a complementary pair of boundary theories. This places lattice theories in the context
of fully extended topological field theories, and allows generalization to higher dimensions and exotic
homology theories which, unlike ordinary homology, do not have a natural lattice formulation as in
[ID, §6.1]. Finally, this approach gives a new perspective on Landau symmetry breaking in Ising-
like models. Since Ising theory is now defined (relative to 3D topological gauge theory) on surfaces
with corners, so will be any of its gapped topological sectors. However, simple, fully extended
2D topological theories relative to gauge theory can be classified by subgroups of G equipped
with a central extension. Central extensions can be ruled out by a positivity assumption on the
(exponentiated) action, and this strongly supports a conjectural classification of the gapped sectors
of the theory in terms of subgroups of G, to wit, the unbroken symmetry subgroups.
We offer the reader an extended executive summary of our results in §1. In §2 we review basic
notions of extended topological field theory, including boundary theories and domain walls. Three-
dimensional finite gauge theory is the subject of §3, with an emphasis on electromagnetic duality
and its nonabelian generalization. The Ising model as a boundary theory is developed in §4,
where we derive Kramers-Wannier duality from electromagnetic duality. Constraints on low energy
effective topological theories are described in the heuristic §5. The remaining parts of the paper lie
squarely in extended topological field theory. In §6 we illustrate computations in three dimensions,
emphasizing the utility of the regular boundary theory attached to a tensor category. The dual
to nonabelian Ising is presented in §7. Section 8 provides a more general setting and generalized
lattice models based on Hopf algebras. We conclude in §9 with a discussion of higher dimensional
theories and electromagnetic duality, with the main tool another construction in extended field
theory: the finite path integral.
After posting our paper, we learned from P. Severa that our description in §8 of Kramers-Wannier
duality as a bicolored TQFT reproduces many of his ideas in [S]. We have kept the exposition
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unchanged—even though there is some repetition of [S]—both for the reader’s convenience and
because the setting of fully extended TQFTs, on which our results rely, requires a different setup.
We thank David Ben-Zvi, John Cardy, Paul Fendley, Anton Kapustin, Subir Sachdev, Nathan
Seiberg, and Senthil Todadri for informative discussions.
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1. Summary of the paper
This section offers an executive summary of the paper, with the main definitions and results, in
the hope that it will assist the reader in locating the material of greatest interest.
1.1 The Ising model on a latticed surface. Choose a finite abelian group A and an even function
θ : AÑ R. The standard case has A “ /µ.. 2 “ t˘1u and θp˘1q “ e˘β. Evenness makes the Fourier
transform θ_ real-valued on A_. A statistical interpretation is only sensible for positive θ (and,
dually, θ_), but our discussion does not rely on this.
We shall view our theories as topological, albeit in a uncommonly broad sense: the Ising ones
involve latticed surfaces — subdivided by a lattice (embedded graph) Λ into faces, each required
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to be diffeomorphic to a convex closed planar polygon with at least two edges.1 The dual lattice
Λ_ is then defined up to a contractible space of isotopies, and has the same properties.
Given an oriented and latticed surface pY,Λq with vertices, edges and faces indexed by sets
V,E, F respectively, we define a measure on the space of classical fields (generalized spins), the
maps s : V Ñ A. The weight of a field s is the product over all edges e P E of the θ-value of the
ratio of adjacent spins:
(1.2) Zpsq :“
ź
ePE θ
`
spB`eqspB´eq´1
˘ “ exp´βÿ
ePE spB`eqspB´eq
´1
¯
.
The orientation of the edge e, implicit in labeling the ` and ´ endpoints, is irrelevant when θ
is even. The “partition function” ZpA, θ,Λq :“ řs Zpsq is the sum over all fields. We can insert
functions fpsq within the sum; the resulting numbers xfy :“ řs Zpsqfpsq can be interpreted as
(un-normalized) correlations in a statistical mechanical system or in a lattice QFT. A function fpsq
is a sum of monomials
ś
v fvpspvqq in functions fv of the values spvq P A at specified vertices v,
and we may restrict the fv to range over the non-trivial characters of A. The latter are the order
operators, each labeled by a vertex and a non-trivial character. There is a unique order operator
at each v when A “ /µ.. 2.
1.3 Kramers-Wannier duality as a Fourier transform. To express xfy, consider the Pontrjagin
dual complexes of A-valued co-chains and A_-valued chains for the latticed surface Y , respectively
(1.4) AV
δ0ÝÑ AE δ1ÝÑ AF , pA_qV B1ÐÝ pA_qE B2ÐÝ pA_qF ,
placed in cohomological, respectively homological degrees 0, 1, 2. Note, on AE , the two functions
Θ :“ÂE θ, and the delta-function ∆B on the subgroup B1pAq “ Impδ0q. Then,
ÿ
s
Zpsq “ #H0pY ;Aq ¨ xΘ|∆By, and xfy “
ÿ
s
fpsqZpsq “ xΘ|δ0˚fy,
where δ0˚f is the fiber-wise sum of f along δ0. Observe that summation over fields s P AV has been
replaced by a summation over edges, implicit in the inner product on functions on AE .
Dually, we have the Fourier transforms Θ_ “ÂePE θ_ and the delta-function ∆Z “ ∆_B on the
1-cycles Z1pA_q “ ker B1. When A “ t˘1u, θ_ corresponds to the dual value β_, except for an
overall scaling which rescales the expectation values xfy. Parseval tells us that xΘ|∆By “ xΘ_|∆Zy.
Interpreting now the second complex in (1.4) as the cochain complex for the dual lattice,2 we are
close to equating ZpA, θ,Λq with ZpA_, θ_,Λ_q, except for the vexing difference between Z1pA_q “
ker B1 and its subgroup B1pA_q “ Im B2, over which the dual Ising partition function would have
liked to sum instead [ID, §6.1]. We revisit Kramers-Wannier duality from Fourier transforms in §4.5.
1From a different vantage point, a lattice is a discrete analogue of a Riemannian metric. However, one of our
contributions is to translate the lattice into purely topological data, allowing us to use the rich structure of TQFT.
2An orientation of Y is needed, if A ‰ /µ.. 2.
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1.5 Failure of duality. The dual partition functions fail to agree, with the original side missing a
summation over H1pY ;Aq. Duality for xfy is worse, as the Fourier transform of δ0˚f is B1˚ pf_q, with
f_ computed on AV : we now sum over chains with boundary in the support of f_, not cycles. For
example, when f is a ratio of order operators defined by the character χ P A_ at the endpoints
B˘e of an edge e, fpsq “ χpspB`eqq ¨ χpspB´eqq´1, we sum Θ over the translate of Z1 by χb e.
The usual escape from this second difficulty uses the language of disorder operators. In the
pA_, θ_,Λ_q-Ising model, one interprets summation over pZ1 ` χ b eq as a frustrated partition
function with line of frustration e. In the dual lattice, this line joins the centers of the faces
B˘e. The frustration line modifies the weight in (1.2) by a judicious χ-insertion, as follows: the
factor corresponding to the edge e1 of Λ_ crossing e becomes θ_
`
s_pB`e1q ¨ s_pB´e1q´1 ¨ χ
˘
. More
generally, for a ratio of order operators at the endpoints of a longer path pi in the lattice Λ, this
modification applies to all the edges e1 of Λ_ which cross pi. A standard calculation [ID, §2.2.7]
shows that only the homotopy3 class of pi, relative to Bpi, affects the dual computation of xfy. The
entire story is crying out for help from elementary topology.
1.6 Abelian gauge theory in 3D. Our way to clear these faults consists in viewing the Ising model
not as a standalone lattice theory, but as a boundary theory for 3-dimensional pure topological gauge
theory : the theory which counts principal bundles. We are coupling the model to a background
gauge field, in physics language. The relevant structure groups are A and A_, and we call those
theories GA and GA_ . As we will recall in §3, electromagnetic duality identifies GA and GA_ as fully
extended TQFTs. Here, let us note that the vector space GApY q which A-gauge theory assigns
to a closed surface Y comprises the complex functions on the set H1pY ;Aq, the moduli space of
(necessarily flat) A-bundles on Y . When Y is oriented, Poincare´ duality places the groups H1pY ;Aq
and H1pY ;A_q in Pontrjagin duality, and the Fourier transform identifies GApY q with GA_pY q. The
full equivalence of gauge theories is in fact a “higher categorical” version of the Fourier transform;
see §3.2 and §3.3.
On a closed latticed surface Y , the Ising partition function ZpA, θ,Λq can be promoted to a
genuine function on the set H1pY ;Aq, giving a vector ZpA, θ,Λq P GApY q. Indeed, given a principal
A-bundle P Ñ Y , we re-define spins to be sections of P over the vertex set V , rather than maps to
A; the factors in the measure (1.2) are still meaningful, thanks to the flat structure of P . (In fact,
we only need P to live on the 1-skeleton of Y , an observation which will come in shortly.) A typical
picture illustrating the boundary theory has a compact three-manifold X with latticed boundary
pY,Λq. This determines a number, namely the sum of ZpA, θ,Λq-values on all principal bundles over
Y equipped with an extension to X, weighted down by the order of their automorphism groups;
see (4.24). In the formalism of relative field theory, this is the pairing of ZpA, θ,Λq with the vector
GApMq P GApY q defined by the TQFT GA.
Remark 1.7. Gauging the Ising model destroys our original order operators: the spins at a vertex v
take values in an A-torsor, and we cannot evaluate characters thereon. This is part of the medicine,
though: the dual disorder operators come in opposite pairs, joined by a path (up to homotopy).
This setup also works for the order operators: parallel transport along a lattice path identifies
the torsors at different vertices v, v1, and the ratio spvqspv1q´1 of two spins becomes a well-defined
3Only homology matters here, but the homotopy class will be needed in the non-abelian generalization.
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element of A, on which we can evaluate characters. This phenomena are illuminated and resolved
by the notion of defects, below.
1.8 Defects. There are two distinguished types of defects in finite gauge theory [Wi, tH]; in dimen-
sion 3, they are both 1-dimensional. Wilson loops are labeled by characters a_ of the gauge group
A, and change the count of principal bundles on a closed manifold, re-scaling each by the value
of a_ on the holonomy along the loop. The other distinguished defect, a ’t Hooft loop, is labeled
by an element a P A. Instead of changing the measure, it modifies the space of classical fields, from
principal A-bundles to principal A-coverings ramified along the loop, with normal monodromy a.
We describe these defects in §3.4. We will see later (§8) that these two types of defects are natu-
rally associated to the Dirichlet (gauge-fixing), respectively Neumann (free) boundary conditions
of gauge theory. A beautiful feature of topological electromagnetic duality in 3D is the interchange
of these boundary conditions, hence of the Wilson and ’t Hooft loops.
On a manifold with boundary, Wilson and ’t Hooft lines need not close up: they can end in
Wilson and ’t Hooft point defects on the boundary. (If the manifold has corners, defects must be
interior points of the boundary surface.) A surface Y with (colored) Wilson and ’t Hooft defect
divisors W, t leads to a modified space of states GApY ;W, tq. We refer to §3.4 for details, but note
here that GApY ;W q comprises gauge invariant functions on A-bundles valued in the tensor product
Wb of the representations coloring the Wilson divisor W ; whereas in building GApY ; tq, we replace
principal A-bundles on Y with principal covers ramified at t, as specified by the ’t Hooft labels.
1.9 Defect cancellation. If W consists of pairs of dually colored points joined by paths, we can
trivialize Wb (using parallel transport) and identify GApY q with GApY ;W q. Dually, ramified A-
covers are classified by a torsor over H1pY ;Aq, built from A-co-chains with co-boundary Poincare´
dual to t. Writing t as a boundary on Y supplies a base-point in the torsor and identifies GApY ; tq
with GApY q. The two maps relating the original and defective spaces are induced by a uniform
picture: a cylinder bordism Y ˆ r0, 1s, with defect on the top face only, closed up by buried defect
cables under the connecting paths on Y . We see from here that the requisite structure is a null-
bordism of the defect, and the system of paths must be provided with over/under-crossing data.
Caution. In the non-abelian generalization, a null-bordism gives a pair of adjoint maps between
the defective and neat spaces, but they are not isomorphisms.
1.10 Order and disorder defects. Place, on latticed surface, Wilson defects at certain vertices and
’t Hooft ones inside certain faces. Enhance the Wilson defects to order operators by supplying
them with a vector in the representation at each point.4 We can now build a distinguished Ising
partition function ZpA, θ,Λ,W, tq in the defective space GApY ;W, tq by a state-sum recipe adapted
from §1.1: the product fW of Wilson order operators is valued in Wb and the measure (1.2) is
sensibly defined, as the ramification avoids nodes and edges; see §4.4. A complete 3D picture with
boundary will have a bulk 3-manifold M , with Wilson lines ending in W and ’t Hooft ones in t;
we obtain a number by pairing GApMq with ZpA, θ,Λ,W, tq, or by counting ramified covers and
sections over the nodes, with Ising and Wilson weights.
4This step can be concealed on a closed surface, because GApY ;W q “ 0 unless Wb – C, which carries a preferred
vector; it is also invisible for ’t Hooft defects, where we can use a canonical vector 1 P C.
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1.11 General Ising correlators. A null-bordism of the defect (§1.9) identifies GApY ;W, tq with
GApY q, but the two Ising partition functions do not match. Instead, ZpA, θ,Λ,W, tq becomes, in the
original space GApY q, the frustrated expectation value of fW , converted to a function (Remark 1.7)
and with lines of frustration the connecting paths for t. This is our relative field theory reading of
Ising correlators, in purely topological setting.
1.12 Duality restored. The first failure of Kramers-Wannier duality in §1.5 is repaired by saying
that the gauged Ising partition functions ZpΛ, A, θq and ZpΛ_, A_, θ_q, now functions on H1pY ;Aq
and H1pY ;A_q, are related by the Fourier transform. The most general duality involves the ’t Hooft
and Wilson defects: the Fourier transform identifies the spaces GApY ;W, tq and GA_pY ; t_,W_q
and the Ising partition functions within. We summarize it in our first theorem.
Theorem 1.13. Electromagnetic duality for 3D finite abelian gauge theory extends to the Ising
boundary theories with Fourier dual actions θ, θ_, where it becomes Kramers-Wannier duality.
Order operators of the Ising model are based at Wilson defects, and disorder operators at ’t Hooft
defects. They get interchanged under duality.
We give the proof in §4.5 and §8.3.
1.14 Symmetry breaking on low-energy states. We can now resolve another puzzle of the KW
duality, the mismatched symmetry breaking. The low temperature regime has two vacua, or lowest-
energy states, interchanged by the global spin-change symmetry. In the large lattice limit, there
will be two distinct Hilbert spaces of states near the two vacua: the /µ.. 2-symmetry is thus broken, no
longer acting on the separate spaces of states. The high-temperature phase has a unique vacuum,
the constant function on all spin states, invariant under the /µ.. 2 global symmetry, which continues
to act on the Hilbert space.
This mismatch appears to contradict KW duality, but again the problem is cleared by coupling
to a background principal bundle. There are two principal /µ.. 2-bundles over the circle, up to
isomorphism, and we have just examined the trivial one. The twisted sector shows a different
mismatch between the phases: at low temperature, there is no contribution to the topological
sector — the lowest energy is greater than the (untwisted) vacuum energy, as there is no constant-
spin state. At high temperature however, we still get the constant function on all spin configurations
as the unique vacuum. The two vacua at high temperature split over the two sectors t˘1u, instead
of the two representations of /µ.. 2. See the discussion at the end of §5.
This is consistent with 3D electro-magnetic duality. Specifically, G/µ.. 2 assigns to the circle the
category of /µ.. 2-equivariant vector bundles over /µ.. 2, for the trivial action.5 An object breaks up into
four components, each labeled by one of the two representations of /µ.. 2 and one of the two twisted
sectors. Duality swaps the nature of the labels. The topological sector of Ising theory is an object
in this category: at low temperature, it is the regular representation of /µ.. 2, spanned by the two
vacua living over the trivial sector, while at high temperature it is the dual object, with a copy of
the trivial representation in each sector.
1.15 Non-abelian Ising model. It is straightforward to generalize half of this story to a non-abelian
finite group G, equipped with an even function θ : G Ñ R, and indeed we treat arbitrary finite
5This becomes the conjugation action, when /µ.. 2 is replaced by a non-abelian structure group.
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groups from the beginning in §4. The measure is defined by the same formula (1.2), summed over
all fields; moreover, we can couple this to the pure G-gauge theory GG. This theory carries Wilson
and ’t Hooft loops, as in the Abelian case. The former are labeled by representations, and they
weight the measure on the space of fields (flat G-bundles) by the trace of the holonomy around the
loop. The latter modify the space of principal G-bundles into a space of ramified principal covers.
Defect lines may end in defect points on a boundary surface. If we place a lattice theory on the
boundary, Wilson defects may be sited at nodes and ’t Hooft ones inside faces of the lattice, where
they appear as order/disorder operators.6 However, formulating the dual side without a Pontrjagin
dual group requires a step into abstraction.
1.16 Nonabelian Electromagnetic duality. The abelian gauge theory GA is generated by the tensor
category VectrAs of A-graded vector bundles [FHLT], and GA_ by VectrA_s. Now, A_-graded
vector bundles are precisely the (spectrally decomposed) representations of A, with their tensor
product structure. For any finite G, the tensor category ReppGq defines a fully extended TQFT
RG: it can be constructed by a state-sum recipe due to Turaev and Viro [TV], applicable to any
fusion category7 T; see §7.1. For T “ VectrGs, the recipe yields GG in familiar bundle-counting
form. Applied to T “ ReppGq, the recipe looks different; yet it produces a canonically equivalent
theory on oriented manifolds. This is non-abelian electromagnetic duality ; abstractly, it expresses
the Morita equivalence of tensor categories VectrGs » ReppGq [EGNO], and is a non-abelian version
of the (doubly categorified) Fourier transform. We give a proof in §3.2 based on the cobordism
hypothesis.
1.17 Duality for defect lines. Wilson defects can be defined in any Turaev-Viro theory. Let us spell
this out algebraically, postponing a conceptual account until §1.27. We will place a mild constraint
on T (a pivotal structure) to secure the orientability of our theory on circles and surfaces; without
that, the need for Spin structures adds a layer of complexity to the story. For 3D theories of
oriented manifolds, line defects are determined by objects in the category associated to the circle,
which is the Drinfeld center ZpTq of T. For both T “ VectrGs and T “ ReppGq, ZpTq comprises the
conjugation-equivariant vector bundles over G. There is a trace functor8 T Ñ ZpTq, and Wilson
defects are components of the trace of the tensor unit of T. The unit in VectrGs is the line supported
at 1 P G, and its image in Z is the regular representation supported at 1, the push-forward from a
point to BG. For T “ ReppGq, the trace pulls back G-representations to G-equivariant bundles over
G, and takes the unit representation to the trivial line bundle. Its decomposition into conjugacy
classes gives the former ’t Hooft defects of GG as Wilson defects of RG.
Defining ’t Hooft defects in Turaev-Viro theory requires the additional structure of a fiber functor
φ on the tensor category T. This determines another object in ZpTq, the trace of the identity in
the endofunctor category of φ. Its components are the ’t Hooft defects we seek. Each of VectrGs
and ReppGq has a natural fiber functor, the global sections of a bundle and the underlying space of
a representation, respectively. This time, starting with T “ VectrGs, the endofunctor category of φ
is ReppGq, and we discover in ZpTq the earlier-described ’t Hooft defects of gauge theory; whereas
6Recall from §1.10 that an order operator is labeled by the representation and a choice of vector therein.
7See [EGNO] for an account of fusion categories.
8The natural target of the trace is the co-center of T; the pivotal structure of T identifies that with ZpTq. In
TQFT language, the trace appears as an open-closed map [MS].
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T “ ReppGq with its obvious fiber functor leads instead to the original Wilson lines. We develop
these ideas in §8.2.
1.18 Topological phases of Ising theories. If the action θ is such that the theory is gapped, we expect
Ising theory to converge to a topological field theory in the thermodynamic (large lattice) limit, as
we explore in §5. The structure we uncovered forces the limiting theory to be a boundary theory
for pure 3D gauge theory. Now, in the setting of fully extended TQFTs, the boundary theories for
gauge theory can be classified as (sums of) simple ones, each defined by symmetry breaking down
to a subgroup H of G together with a central extension of H. The central extension contributes
a “discrete torsion” term; any such will involve signs or complex numbers, which cannot appear
for positive actions θ. This strongly suggests that the topological phases of Ising-style theory with
group G are classified by their unbroken symmetry subgroups. We get a topological theory on the
nose if θ is the characteristic function on H: the transfer matrix then becomes a (scaled) projector
onto the space of vacua, which gets identified with the functions on G{H.
1.19 Ising vector in the Turaev-Viro space of states. Let us demystify the nonabelian Ising model
by sketching here the construction of the space of statesFTpY q for a closed latticed surface pY,Λq in
Turaev-Viro theory, to be enriched by the construction of a distinguished vector, the Ising partition
function, once we supply a fiber functor and an Ising action θ. The space FTpY q depends on Y
alone, but its construction steps through a larger, Λ-dependent space, VTpY ; Λq where the Ising
partition function resides. Details are found in §7.
Choose once and for all a basis txiu of simple objects in the fusion category T. Orient the edges
of Λ and label them with simple objects. For each face f with bounding edges labeled by xj ,
build the space Hf :“ HomTp1,bxp_qj q, with tensor factors cyclically ordered along the boundary
Bf , and dualized whenever our edge orientation disagrees with the Bf orientation. We sum the
tensor products
Â
f Hf over all labelings to produce VTpY ; Λq. This is a version of FTpY q with
‘gauge-fixing’ at the Λ-vertices. To remove the gauge-fixing, we will recall in §7.1 the construction
of a commuting family of projectors — one for each vertex of Λ — which enforce gauge invariance,
in the sense that their common image is FTpY q.
The dual space Hf˚ is mapped by the fiber functor φ to the dual of
Â
f
`bφpxjqp˚q˘. Each space
φpxjq appears here in a dual pair, for the two faces bounded by its edge. A choice of Ising action
θ P Ài φpxiq b φpxiq˚ defines,9 by contraction, a functional on the last space and hence on Hf˚ .
Dualizing it gives a vector in VTpY ; Λq. Projected to FTpY q, this is the Ising partition function;
see §7.2.
1.20 Non-abelian Kramers-Wannier duality. In §8, we complete the above constructions to a
lattice boundary theory for the 3D Turaev-Viro theory RG, equipped with order and disorder
operators at the ends of the Wilson and ’t Hooft lines. The most general story pertains to finite-
dimensional semi-simple Hopf algebras (§1.26 below), but let us summarize it now for a general
finite group G.
Theorem 1.21. Theorem 1.13 generalizes to a duality between the gauge theory of a finite group
G and the Turaev-Viro theory based on ReppGq, and a Kramers-Wannier duality of their lattice
9To avoid dependence on our choice of edge orientations, the action θ must be symmetric under the involution
xØ x_.
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boundary theories. There is an interchange of Wilson and ’t Hooft defects in the bulk theories, and
of order and disorder operators for the boundary, and the Ising partition functions agree.10
We provide a proof in §8.3.
1.22 Lattice theory from a bicolored TQFT. Underlying our non-abelian generalization is a re-
formulation of the gauged Ising model in the language of extended field theory, boundaries and
defects; we describe it in §8.2. Abstractly, we start with a bulk 3D topological field theory F
and two boundary theories B,B1; the G-valued Ising story uses F “ GG with its Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions. Algebraically, GG is generated by the tensor category VectrGs,
while the boundary theories are defined by the left module category VectrGs and the fiber functor
of global sections to Vect. These theories satisfy the condition that HomF pB,B1q is the trivial
2-dimensional theory (G-bundles on an interval which are based at one end and free at the other
are canonically trivialized), which determines a canonical defect D between the boundary theories
B and B1.
Remark 1.23 (Polarization of F ). Our gauge theory quadruple satisfies the extra condition that
each of B,B1 is a generating boundary theory for F (see Remark 1.24 below for explanation.)
Generation and complementarity make the pair pB,B1q akin to a polarization of F , analogous
with the chiral and anti-chiral boundary conditions of Chern-Simons theory of the WZW model, or
the more general respective picture in rational conformal field theory. Our construction converts
lattice models into a discrete, topological analogue of that famous construction.
Remark 1.24. When F “ FT is generated by a multi-fusion category11 T, any boundary theory
comes from a finite module category M, and the generation condition is that M induces a Morita
equivalence of T with its centralizer E “ EndTpMq. (This is equivalent to the faithfulness of [EGNO].
For fusion categories, all non-zero module categories are faithful.) The regular T-module T always
generates; for GG, the generating property of the Neumann condition is the Morita equivalence
VectrGs » ReppGq.
We now re-interpret our relative Ising model on a latticed surface pY,Λq as a multi-layered
topological picture. From the lattice Λ, build a self-indexing Morse function f on Y with minima
at the vertices, saddle points at the edge centers and maxima centered in the faces. Color the set
0 ď f ă 1 by the Dirichlet boundary condition B and the set 1 ă f ď 2 by the Neumann condition
B1. The level set f “ 1 is colored by the defect D .
This is not quite a valid TQFT picture — the defect lines cross at saddle points — so we make
one final change: we erase all color inside a small disk D around each saddle point. The boundary
of D is now subdivided into four arcs, alternately colored B,B1, separated by defect points. (See
Figure 17 in §8 below.) Our quadruple Q :“ pF ,B,B1,Dq assigns to each D a vector space
H1 “ QpDq, which can be identified12 with the space of functions on G (§8.2.2, Example 9.17),
home of the Ising action θ.
10Possibly after normalization by an overall constant.
11A finite, rigid, semi-simple category; assuming simplicity of the unit object makes it fusion.
12The identification is canonical up to the antipodal involution.
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Remark 1.25. The space H1 is a Frobenius Hopf algebra [Sw, LR, EGNO]. Figures 18, 19 in §8 give
a pictorial construction of the operations. In certain settings, this reconstructs most information
in Q (cf. §1.26).
The relative theory formalism reads our final colored surface as a linear map from HbE1 (one
tensor factor for each edge) to the vector spaceF pY q. Applying this to the vector Θ “ÂE θ P HbE1
gives a vector ZpF , θ,Λq P F pY q. For F “ GG, it is the Ising partition function obtained earlier
from the lattice definition.
General correlators are incorporated using line and point defects. Line defects in 3D are classified
by objects in the category associated to the circle. Any boundary theory B supplies an object
WB P F pS1q, produced by the cylinder colored by B at one end (§6, Figure 10). This linearly
generates a subcategory of line defects. When F stems from a tensor category and B comes
from F as a module over itself, the resulting defects are the Wilson defects. When B1 is a fiber
functor for F , we call them ’t Hooft defects. When Wilson and ’t Hooft defect lines terminate
at points of matching color on the surface Y , they may be promoted to order/disorder operators.
(We postpone the abstract construction to Definition 8.6.) Therewith, the quadruple Q defines a
vector ZpF , θ,Λ,W, tq in the defective F -space for Y , capturing the full lattice theory in TQFT
language.
1.26 Electromagnetic duality for Hopf algebras. The simplest generalization of gauge theory as-
sumes that F is generated by a tensor category T which also is 2-dualizable as a module over itself,
thus defining the regular (Dirichlet) boundary condition B. If the category T is abelian, this forces
it to be multi-fusion [FT2]. A complementary boundary conditionB1 must then be a tensor functor
to Vect; the generating condition (Remark 1.24) confirms it to be a fiber functor (and also forces T
to be a fusion category). The reconstruction theorem of [Ha, Os, EGNO] assures us that T is the
tensor category of finite modules and co-modules, respectively, of a finite-dimensional semi-simple
Hopf algebra. This is nothing but our friend H1 (see §8).
The dual electro-magnetic side F 1 is based on the centralizer category EndTpVectq. The same
reconstruction theorem identifies the latter with the tensor category of H1-comodules. Duality
interchanges the categories of modules and co-modules of H1 and H
_
1 , which label their Wilson and
’t Hooft defects, respectively. Interchange of the order/disorder operators relies on their categorical
definitions in §8, and it is now clear for formal reasons that the duality F Ø F 1 interchanges the
lattice Ising models of the two theories.
If H1 is neither commutative nor co-commutative, then neither theory F ,F 1 has a classical field
theory interpretation. This gives a quantum version of the Ising model in 2 dimensions, with its
gauge coupling.
1.27 More general bi-colored theories. When the polarization pB,B1q is defined by modulesM,M1,
the complementarity HomTpM,M1q “ 1 and the generating condition allow us to Morita convert
the quadruple Q “ pFT,B,B1,Dq into the two triples pE ,1,E q and pE 1,E 1,1q built from the
centralizer categories E,E1 of T in M,M1; see Remark 8.8. The fourth members of each quartet,
the relevant defects, come from the obvious identifications HomE pE ,1q “ 1 (and primed). We
recognize the earlier electromagnetic duality as the equivalence E » E 1, which interchanges the
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fiber functor 1 with the regular boundary conditions. Specifically, as in the Hopf situation,
E1 “ EndEp1q, E “ EndEp1q.
1.28 Higher-dimensional duality. Electromagnetic duality for finite abelian groups generalizes to
higher gauge theories in higher dimension. Just as gauge theory with finite group A theory counts
flat bundles, which are maps, up to homotopy, to the classifying space BA, higher gauge theories
count classes of maps into the higher Eilenberg-MacLane spaces BrA “ KpA; rq. These are more
familiar as the rth cohomology classes with values in A. In space-time dimension pd`1q, d`1 ě 2,
the duality identifies the theories with targets BrA and Bd´rA_, for any r ď d. These spaces
are in a generalized Pontrjagin duality, induced from the pairing A ˆ A_ Ñ Cˆ. A categorified
Fourier transform gives an equivalence between the respective field theories [FHLT]. We spell this
out in §9.
When 0 ă r ă d, we can replicate our constructions above to place lattice boundary theo-
ries for these in a higher Kramers-Wannier duality: this will relate theories valued in Br´1A and
Bd´r´1A, in dimension d. Ising has d “ 2, r “ 1. These theories involve ordinary A-valued
homology and cohomology groups, and there is a natural lattice formulation of this higher dual-
ity: see for instance [ID, §6.1.4]. However, one illustration of our abstract formulation in §1.22
gives a homotopical version of these dualities, in which the target fields are valued into any spec-
trum T with finite homotopy groups, rather than in an Eilenberg-MacLane KpA; rq. Such a spec-
trum defines a generalized homology theory X ÞÑ H‚pX;T q, and has a Pontrjagin dual spectrum,
which represents the generalized cohomology theory given by the (shifted) Pontrjagin dual groups
X ÞÑ H‚pX;T_q :“ Hd´‚pX;T q_. Generalized (co)homologies do not admit a chain/cochain for-
mulation, and are difficult to express explicitly in lattice format; the conversion in §1.22 to a handle
decomposition of the manifold offer a substitute TQFT method for their construction.
Remark 1.29. It should be clear now how to extend the higher-dimensional construction in §1.22
to higher dimension, but one detail stands out. The quartered disk D is really a 1-handle, with
the attaching faces colored by B and complementary faces B1. There is also a 0-handle D0 and a
2-handle D2, with monochrome boundaries B,B1, respectively. The gauge theory spaces QpD0,2q
are 1-dimensional, and inserting an action there would only change Ising theory by an overall scale
factor. However, in higher dimension one must consider all handles.
2. Review of field theory concepts
Relativistic field theories are formulated on Minkowski spacetime. A key property—positivity of
energy—enables Wick rotation to Euclidean space. An energy-momentum tensor gives deformations
away from Euclidean space; a strong from is an extension of the theory to arbitrary Riemannian
manifolds. The resulting structure has been axiomatized, originally by Segal [Se] in the case of 2-
dimensional conformal field theories, and these axioms have been elaborated and extended in many
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directions, particularly for topological field theories. In its most basic form an n-dimensional13
topological field theory is a map
(2.1) F : Bordxn´1,ny ÝÑ VectC
with (i) domain the bordism category whose objects are closed pn ´ 1q-manifolds and morphisms
are (compact) bordisms between them, (ii) codomain the linear category Vect “ VectC of finite
dimensional complex vector spaces and linear maps, and (iii) F a symmetric monoidal functor
which maps disjoint unions to tensor products. See [At] for an early exposition. The map F
encodes the state spaces, point operators, correlation functions, and partition functions of a field
theory. However, it does not capture extended operators—line operators, surface operators, etc.—
nor does it capture the full locality of field theory. An extended field theory is a map
(2.2) F : Bordn ÝÑ C
from an n-category14 of bordisms to some target n-category. The cobordism hypothesis [BD, L]
tells that an extended topological field theory is determined by its value on a point, which is an
n-dualizable object C P C. For theories of unoriented manifolds the object C has On-invariance
data for the canonical action of On on the 8-groupoid of n-dualizable objects. We refer the reader
to [L, T1, F1, F2] for motivation, elaboration, and examples.
Example 2.3 (C “ TensCat). In this paper we mostly consider n “ 3 dimensional extended
topological field theories with codomain the 3-category TensCat of complex linear tensor categories
(enriched over Vect). The paper [DSPS] develops the theory of TensCat (over arbitrary ground
fields); see [EGNO] for background on tensor categories. An object of TensCat is a tensor cate-
gory T, a 1-morphism T Ñ T1 is an pT1,Tq-bimodule category, a 2-morphism is a linear functor
commuting with the bimodule actions, and a 3-morphism is a natural transformation of functors.
A tensor category T is fusion if it is semisimple, satisfies strong finiteness properties, and the vector
space EndTp1q – C¨id1, where 1 P T is the unit object. A fusion category is 3-dualizable. A (pivotal
structure) on T is a tensor isomorphism ρ from the identity functor idT to the double dual functor.
The dimension of an object x P T is then the composition
(2.4) dimpxq : 1 coevxÝÝÝÝÝÑ xb x_ ρxbidÝÝÝÝÝÑ x__ b x_ evx_ÝÝÝÝÑ 1
in EndTp1q of coevaluation, pivotal structure, and evaluation. A pivotal structure provides SO2-
invariance data on T. A pivotal structure is spherical [BW1] if dimpxq “ dimpx_q for all s P T, in
which case T is SO3-invariant.
We introduce boundary theories [L, Example 4.3.22] and domain walls [L, Example 4.3.23].
Definition 2.5. Let C be an n-category, C P C an n-dualizable object equipped with15 On-
invariance data, and FC : Bordn Ñ C the corresponding topological field theory.
13n is the dimension of spacetime
14or p8, nq-category
15We can and will use other tangential structures, such as orientation.
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(i) Topological boundary data forFC is an pn´1q-dualizable morphism B : 1 Ñ C in C equipped
with On´1-invariance data.
(ii) Suppose B,B1 : 1 Ñ C are topological boundary data. Then domain wall data from B to B1
is an pn´ 2q-dualizable 2-morphism D : B Ñ B1 in C equipped with On´2-invariance data.
An extension of the cobordism hypothesis [L, §4.3] gives from (i) the associated topological boundary
theory, which is a natural transformation of functors Bordn´1 Ñ C, denoted
(2.6) BB : 1 ÝÑ τďn´1FC ,
where the truncation τďn´1FC is the composition Bordn´1 ÝÑ Bordn FCÝÝÝÑ C, and 1 is the trivial
theory. Then B is the value of BB on a point. For example, if X is a compact manifold with
boundary, and X as a bordism has BX incoming, then the pair pFC ,BBq evaluates on X to
(2.7) C BBpBXqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ FCpBXq FCpXqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C.
This is the usual picture in physics of a boundary theory. For more about the categorical aspects
of this definition, see [JFS]. From (ii) we obtain a domain wall theory from B to B1:
(2.8) DD : B ÝÑ B1.
Such a theory can be evaluated on manifolds with codimension two corners, as we discuss in §6.
Remark 2.9. Let n “ 3, C “ TensCat, and suppose T is a 3-dualizable tensor category, for example
a fusion category. Then a map 1 Ñ T in TensCat is a linear category L equipped with a left
T-module structure. There are dualizability constraints on the left T-module. There is a canonical
example, namely L “ T: the tensor structure on T induces a module structure on L. We explore
this “regular boundary theory” in §6.
The map BB defines a relative pn ´ 1q-dimensional theory [FT1]. For example, its value on a
closed pn´ 1q-manifold Y is a linear map
(2.10) BBpY q : C ÝÑ FCpY q,
or simply an element of the vector space FCpY q. (Here we assume the looping Ωn´1C is equivalent
to VectC.) The relative theory on Y is the value of the pair pFC ,BBq on r0, 1s ˆ Y , where we
take t0u ˆ Y as incoming and equipped with the topological boundary theory BB; by contrast,
t1uˆY is outgoing and is free—no boundary theory. This relation between the relative theory and
boundary theory works for any morphism M in Bordn´1 in place of Y . For the relative theory we
only use the truncation τďn´1FC , but to evaluate the pair pFC ,BBq on arbitrary n-dimensional
bordisms, as in (2.7), we use the full theory FC .
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3. Three-dimensional finite gauge theories and electromagnetic duality
3.1. Finite gauge theory and topological boundary conditions
Let G be a finite group. We construct finite gauge theory with gauge group G as an extended
field theory
(3.1) GG : Bord3 ÝÑ TensCat.
It is a theory of unoriented manifolds. It can be defined using the cobordism hypothesis by declaring
(3.2) GGpptq “ VectrGs,
where VectrGs is the tensor category of finite rank complex vector bundles over G with convolution
product: if W,W 1 Ñ G are vector bundles, then
(3.3) pW ˚W 1qh “
à
gg1“h
Wg bW 1g1 , h P G;
the convolution product of morphisms is defined similarly. One may regard VectrGs as the “group
ring” of G with coefficients in Vect. Write O3 – t˘1u ˆ SO3. Then t˘1u-equivariance data on
VectrGs is the equivalence VectrGs –ÝÝÑ VectrGsop obtained by pullback along inversion x ÞÑ x´1
on G. The dual of W Ñ G in VectrGs can be identified with the bundle whose fiber at x P G
is W ˚x´1 , so there is a natural map from W to its double dual. This defines a pivotal structure. The
identity object 1 Ñ G in VectrGs has
(3.4) 1g “
#
C, g “ e;
0, g ­“ e.
The dimension of W Ñ G is řgPG dimpWgq. The pivotal structure is spherical.
The theory GG can also be constructed from a classical model using a finite path integral [F3,
FHLT]. The partition function of a closed 3-manifold X counts the isomorphism classes of principal
G-bundles P Ñ X. For a manifold M define BunGpMq as the groupoid whose objects are principal
G-bundles P ÑM and morphisms are isomorphisms covering idM . Then
(3.5) GGpXq “
ÿ
rP sPpi0 BunGpXq
1
# AutP
.
If Y is a closed 2-manifold, then
(3.6) GGpY q “ Fun
`
BunGpY q
˘
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is the vector space of complex functions on (isomorphism classes of) principal G-bundles over Y .
If S is a closed 1-manifold, then
(3.7) GGpSq “ Vect
`
BunGpSq
˘
is the linear category of complex vector bundles over the groupoid BunGpSq. It is more subtle to
sum over the groupoid BunGpptq to obtain
(3.8) GGpptq “ VectrGs,
the starting point of the construction with the cobordism hypothesis.
There is a topological boundary theory
(3.9) BH : 1 ÝÑ GG
attached to a subgroup H Ă G, and it has a classical description. Namely, for a manifold M
let BunHpMq be the groupoid whose objects are a principal G-bundle P Ñ M together with a
section σ of the fiber bundle P {H Ñ M with fiber G{H;, equivalently, BunHpMq is the groupoid
of principal H-bundles over M . In physical terms BH is a gauged σ-model on the homogeneous
space G{H, but we do not sum over the G-bundle. Namely, there is a forgetful16 map
(3.10) BunHpMq ÝÑ BunGpMq
and the topological boundary theory BH sums over the fibers of (3.10). (The fibers are the relative
fields of ‘relative field theory’: we work relative to the base.) A central extension of H by T
determines a twisted version of BH , which is also a boundary theory.
There are two extreme cases. If H “ teu then we sum over trivializations; if H “ G then
(3.10) is an isomorphism and we have the free boundary condition. We call these Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary theories, respectively. For M “ pt the sum over the fibers of (3.10) produces
the VectrGs-module VectpG{Hq of finite rank complex vector bundles over G{H. If W Ñ G and
V Ñ G{H are vector bundles, then the module product is
(3.11) pW ˚ V qyH “
à
xpx1Hq“yH
Wx b Vx1H .
The regular boundary theory described in Remark 2.9 and explored in §6 corresponds to H “ teu.
16Forget the section σ. Alternatively, (3.10) maps a principal H-bundle to its associated principal G-bundle.
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3.2. The Koszul dual to finite gauge theory
There is another extended 3-dimensional topological field theory
(3.12) RG : Bord3 ÝÑ TensCat
defined using the cobordism hypothesis by declaring that the value
(3.13) RGpptq “ ReppGq
on a point is the tensor category of finite dimensional complex representations of G. The t˘1u-
equivariance data maps a representation xW to its dual xW ˚. The SO3-equivariance data is the
spherical structure defined by the usual map of a representation into its double dual. If G is
abelian the theory RG is the quantization of gauge theory for the Pontrjagin dual to G, see §3.3;
we do not know a classical theory whose quantization is RG if G is nonabelian.
Proposition 3.14. There is a Morita equivalence VectrGs – ReppGq, i.e., an equivalence of module
2-categories
(3.15) F : VectrGs-mod –ÝÝÑ ReppGq-mod.
For a subgroup H Ă G the image of VectpG{Hq under F is the category ReppHq of finite dimensional
complex representations of H.
Let W be a representation of G and V a representation of H. Then the module product of W
and V is the H-representation i˚W b V , where i˚W is the restriction of W to a representation
of H Ă G.
Remark 3.16. Let j : Bord3pSO3q Ñ Bord3 be the forgetful map from the oriented bordism category
to the unoriented bordism category. The Morita equivalence is SO3-invariant, so by the cobordism
hypothesis defines an equivalence GG ˝ j »ÝÝÑ RG ˝ j of oriented 3-dimensional field theories. The
equivalence of unoriented theories requires a twist by the orientation sheaf on one side or the other;
see Remark 3.33 for the abelian case.
Remark 3.17. See [EGNO, Example 7.12.19] for another account (with a different definition of
Morita equivalence).
Proof. The Morita equivalence is implemented by the invertible
`
ReppGq,VectrGs˘-bimodule cate-
gory VectGLpGq of finite rank complex vector bundles over G equivariant for the left multiplication
action of G on G; the inverse
`
VectrGs,ReppGq˘-bimodule category VectGRpGq uses right multipli-
cation. The transform of ReppHq is the VectrGs-module
(3.18) VectGRpGq bReppGq ReppHq.
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Each category in (3.18) is the category of finite rank complex vector bundles on a finite global
quotient stack X{{K of a finite group K acting on a finite set X, as summarized in the diagram
(3.19)
G{{GR
$$
pt {{H
zz
pt {{G
The monoidal structure on ReppGq “ Vectppt {{Gq is tensor product. In this situation (3.18) is the
category of finite rank complex vector bundles on the fiber product of (3.19), which is the set G{H;
see [BFN, Theorem 1.2] for a much more general statement. 
Remark 3.20. The Morita equivalence (3.15) also fits into a general picture. Suppose pi : X Ñ Y is
an essentially surjective17 map of finite groupoids. The fiber product X ˆY X is the set of arrows
in a groupoid G with set of objects X, and G is equivalent to Y . Pullback pi˚ : VectpY q Ñ VectpGq is
an equivalence of categories; the inverse is descent using the equivariance data. (See [FHT, §A.3],
for example.) In other words, there is a Morita equivalence of the commutative algebra FunpY q of
functions on Y under pointwise multiplication with the (convolution) groupoid algebra CrXˆY Xs
of G. For example, Y “ pt and X a finite set reduces to the Morita triviality of a matrix algebra.
Functions on X form an invertible bimodule which exhibits the Morita equivalence. The Morita
equivalence (3.15) is the once categorified version, applied to the surjective map pi : pt Ñ pt {{G of
finite stacks. See [BG] for non-discrete generalizations.
3.3. Abelian duality as Pontrjagin duality
To begin we recall that associated to a finite abelian groupM is its Pontrjagin dual group18 M_ “
HompM,Tq of characters. The double dual of M is canonically isomorphic to M . Furthermore, the
Fourier transform
(3.21) F : FunpMq ÝÑ FunpM_q
is an isomorphism of the vector spaces of functions on M and M_. It is defined by convolution
with the complex conjugate of the universal character
(3.22) χ : M ˆM_ ÝÑ C,
up to a numerical factor:
(3.23)
F : FunpMq ÝÑ FunpM_q
f ÞÝÑ
´
a_ ÞÑ 1?
#M
ÿ
aPM
χpa, a_q fpaq
¯
.
17Every object y of Y is equivalent to the image of an object of X under pi
18T is the group of unit norm complex numbers.
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In terms of the correspondence diagram
(3.24)
pM ˆM_, χ¯q
p
xx
q
&&
M M_
the map (3.23) is, up to a factor, the composition q˚ ˝ χ¯ ˝ p˚ acting on functions; the inverse uses χ
as integral kernel.
Returning to finite gauge theory, if the gauge group G “ A is finite abelian, then there is a natural
equivalence ReppAq » VectrA_s; tensor product maps to convolution. If B Ă A is a subgroup, then
ReppBq » VectrB_s and we identify B_ – A_{BK, where BK Ă A_ is the annihilator of B.
Therefore, for abelian groups the Morita equivalence (3.15) reduces to the duality map AÐÑ A_
on abelian groups and the annihilator map B ÐÑ BK on subgroups.
The Morita equivalence Proposition 3.14 in the abelian case is an instance of electromagnetic
duality. One expression of the latter is a field-theoretic Fourier transform [W1, Lecture 8], which
we adapt to 3-dimensional finite gauge theories via a correspondence diagram
(3.25)
rGA,A_, BA
p
zz
q
$$
GA GA_
of equivalences of extended 3-dimensional topological field theories. Each is a finite path integral.
As in (3.5) the theories GA,GA_ count principal bundles. The theory rGA,A_, BA has three classical
fields on a manifold M : a principal A_-bundle P_ ÑM , an A-gerbe GÑM , and a trivialization
P ÑM of GÑM . Whereas GA,GA_ are theories of unoriented manifolds, rGA,A_, BA is a theory of
oriented manifolds. The exponentiated action on a closed oriented 3-manifold X is ostensibly
(3.26) eiSX pP, P_,Gq “ xrP_s Y rGs , rXsy,
where rP_s P H1pX;A_q, rGs P H2pX;Aq, and rXs P H3pXq is the fundamental class. But, in
fact, the action is trivial since the existence of P forces rGs “ 0. The equivalence p is obtained by
summing over P_ and then over G; these sums give canceling factors19
(3.27)
#H1pX;A_q
#H0pX;A_q
#H0pX;Aq
#H1pX;Aq “ 1.
We can take G trivial and so are reduced to GA. The equivalence q is obtained by summing over P
and then over G; the sums contribute
(3.28)
#H1pX;Aq
#H0pX;Aq
#H0pX;Aq
#H1pX;Aq “ 1.
19The first ratio is the number of isomorphism classes of A_-bundles divided by the number of automorphisms of
each. The second is the reciprocal of the number of automorphisms of an A-gerbe, accounting for automorphisms of
automorphisms.
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Remark 3.29. If we perform a similar duality in even dimensions, then the factors do not cancel and
we pick up p#AqχpXq, where χpXq is the Euler number of X. In other words, the duality involves
tensoring with an invertible Euler theory. The Euler factor also occurs in electromagnetic duality
with continuous abelian gauge groups, for example in [W2].
Another picture: The Morita equivalence is an invertible 2-dimensional domain wall between GA
and GA_ . In the abelian case it is most easily expressed in the language of homotopy theory, as we
explain in §9. Briefly, consider the correspondence diagram of pointed spaces and cocycles
(3.30)
pBAˆBA_, cq
p
ww
q
''
BA BA_
where c P Z2pBAˆBA_;Tq represents the cohomology class of the canonical Heisenberg extension
of AˆA_. The 3-dimensional theory GA is constructed by summing over homotopy classes of maps
to BA, the 3-dimensional theory GA_ by summing over homotopy classes of maps to BA_, and
the Morita isomorphism via the correspondence diagram. For example, if Y is a closed oriented
surface, then
(3.31) GApY q “ Fun
`
BunApY q
˘ – Fun`H1pY ;Aq˘
and the correspondence diagram (3.30) induces20 an isomorphism
(3.32) F : GApY q ÝÑ GA_pY q.
There is a Pontrjagin-Poincare´ duality pairing between H1pY ;Aq and H1pY ;A_q using cup product,
the Pontrjagin duality pairing A_ ˆ A Ñ T, and the fundamental class. Up to a factor, (3.32) is
the Fourier transform (3.23).
See [ID, §6.1.4] for an alternative account of abelian duality using chain complexes.
Remark 3.33. If Y is a closed manifold which is not necessarily oriented, then there is a Pontrjagin-
Poincare´ duality pairing betweenH1pY ;Aq andH1pY ; ĂA_q, where ĂA_ is the local system HompA, rTq
and rTÑ Y is associated to the orientation double cover. This is part of an equivalence of unoriented
theories, the latter a gauge theory of orientation-twisted principal A_-bundles.
3.4. Loop operators
Let G be a finite group and consider the finite gauge theory GG of §3.1. Recall that there is a
classical model with fields the groupoid BunG of principal G-bundles; GG is computed by summing
over BunG, as in (3.5). In general, (finite) path integrals can be modified by operator insertions,
and in this 3-dimensional finite gauge theory there are two distinguished classes of loop operators
20Take homotopy classes of maps of Y into (3.30) to form the correspondence diagram (3.24) with M “ H1pY ;Aq.
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associated to 1-dimensional submanifolds of a closed 3-manifold X. The Wilson operator is an
insertion into the sum, whereas the ’t Hooft operator alters the groupoid of G-bundles.
The Wilson operator is defined for S Ă X an oriented connected 1-dimensional submanifold and
χ : GÑ T a character of G. Then the function
(3.34) hS,χ : BunGpXq ÝÑ C
maps a principal G-bundle P Ñ X to χ applied to the holonomy.21 The finite path integral (3.5)
with Wilson operator pS, χqW inserted is
(3.35) GG
`
X; pS, χqW
˘ “ ÿ
rP sPpi0 BunGpXq
hS,χpP q
# AutP
.
Remark 3.36. Since GG is a theory of unoriented manifolds, we should not need an orientation on S
to define the loop operator. Indeed, we can drop the orientation and replace χ by a function from
orientations of S to characters of G which inverts the character when the orientation is reversed.
The ’t Hooft operator is defined for S Ă X a co-oriented connected 1-dimensional submanifold
and γ Ă G a conjugacy class. Define the groupoid BunG
`
X; pS, γq˘ whose objects are principal
G-bundles P Ñ XzS with holonomy γ around an oriented linking curve to S. The finite path
integral (3.5) with ’t Hooft operator pS, γqH inserted is
(3.37) GG
`
X; pS, γqH
˘ “ ÿ
rP sPpi0 BunGpX;pS,γqq
1
# AutP
.
As in Remark 3.36 we can drop the co-orientation and replace γ by a function from co-orientations
to conjugacy classes which inverts under co-orientation reversal.
The abstract line operators in an extended n-dimensional field theory F are objects in the
category F pSn´2q. For the 3-dimensional finite gauge theory
(3.38) GGpS1q » VectGpGq,
where VectGpGq is the category of vector bundles on G equivariant for the conjugation action; this
is (3.7) for S “ S1. The category VectGpGq is the Hochschild homology, or in this case also the
Drinfeld center, of VectrGs; see [EGNO, Example 8.5.4]. The Wilson loop operators form the full
subcategory of equivariant vector bundles supported at the identity e P G, which is equivalent
to the category ReppGq. The ’t Hooft operators form the full subcategory of equivariant vector
bundles on which the centralizer ZxpGq of each x P G acts trivially on the fiber at x. The general
loop operator is an amalgam of these two extremes.
21The holonomy is determined up to conjugacy and χ is a class function.
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Remark 3.39. Let F be an n-dimensional extended topological field theory and S Ă X a connected
1-dimensional submanifold of an n-manifold X. The link of S at each point is diffeomorphic to Sn´2,
but there is no preferred diffeomorphism. Furthermore, the group of diffeomorphisms of Sn´2 may
act nontrivially on F pSn´2q. Therefore, to specify a loop operator on S it is not sufficient22 to
give an object of F pSn´2q. For the finite gauge theories F considered in this paper the objects
in F pS1q corresponding to Wilson and ’t Hooft operators are SO2-invariant, so no normal framing
is required. See §8.1 for further discussion.
Now suppose G “ A is a finite abelian group. Then the conjugation action of A on A is trivial,
and we identify
(3.40) VectApAq » VectpAˆA_q
by decomposing the representation of A on each fiber. Wilson operators are labeled by vector
bundles pulled back under the projection A ˆ A_ Ñ A_; ’t Hooft operators by vector bundles
pulled back under the projection A ˆ A_ Ñ A. Electromagnetic duality exchanges A and A_, so
exchanges Wilson and ’t Hooft operators.
There are also “loop” operators on a compact 3-manifold X with nonempty boundary for com-
pact 1-dimensional submanifolds whose boundary is contained in BX and which intersect BX trans-
versely; such submanifolds are termed ‘neat’. First, let Y be a closed 2-manifold and fix distinct
points y1, . . . , yk P Y . Excise a small open disk about each yi to form a compact 2-manifold Y 1 with
BY 1 diffeomorphic to the disjoint union of k circles. Fix a diffeomorphism pS1q>k Ñ BY 1. Then
viewing BY 1 as incoming, the extended field theory GG assigns to Y 1 a functor
(3.41) GGpY 1q : VectGpGq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ VectGpGq ÝÑ Vect
Therefore, if each yi is labeled by an object of VectGpGq, then we obtain a vector space.
Let S Ă X be a connected oriented normally framed neat 1-dimensional submanifold, labeled
by W P VectGpGq. We interpret the result of applying GG to this situation by constructing a 2-
morphism in the bordism category. Excise a tubular neighborhood νS of S—a solid cylinder—to
obtain a 3-manifold X 1 with corners. Then BpX 1q “ Y 1YS1>S1 B0νS , where Y 1 is BX with open disks
about BS excised and B0νS is a cylinder—the boundary of νS with the open disks removed. Fix a
diffeomorphism pS1q>2 Ñ BY 1. Then in the bordism category we obtain the diagram of morphisms
(3.42) S1 > S1
B0νS
((
Y 1
66 X
1 H1
22For example, typically in 3-dimensional Chern-Simons theory [W3] one imposes a normal framing of S to rigidify
the SO2-action (Dehn twist, ribbon structure) on F pS1q.
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in which H1 is the empty 1-dimensional manifold. Apply GG to obtain
(3.43) VectGpGq ˆ VectGpGq
GGpB0νSq
''
GGpY 1q
77 GGpX
1q VectC
For W P VectGpGq evaluate (3.43) on pW,W q P VectGpGq ˆ VectGpGq to define GG on pX,S,W q:
(3.44) GGpX 1qpW,W q P Hom
`
GGpY 1qpW,W q,GGpB0νSqpW,W q
˘
.
Now B0νS is a cylinder with the entire boundary incoming, which is the “evaluation morphism” in
the bordism category, hence GGpB0νSq is the evaluation morphism
(3.45)
VectGpGqop ˆ VectGpGq ÝÑ Vect
pW1,W2q ÞÝÑ HomVectGpGqpW1,W2q
We evaluate GGpY 1q using the classical gauge theory. Restriction to the boundary determines a
map of groupoids
(3.46) pi : BunGpY 1q ÝÑ BunGpS1 > S1q « G{{GˆG{{G,
where G acts on itself by conjugation. For W1,W2 P VectGpGq the value of GGpY 1qpW1,W2q is the
vector space of global sections of pi˚pW1˚ bW2q Ñ BunGpY 1q.
3.5. Topological boundary conditions; symmetry breaking
Let G be a finite group and H Ă G a subgroup. Recall the topological boundary theoryBH : 1 Ñ
GG; see (3.9). It has a classical description in which the boundary field is a reduction of a G-bundle
to an H-bundle. If QÑ Y is a principal G-bundle, then a reduction to H is equivalently a section of
Q{H Ñ Y . The boundary theory counts these sections: BHpY q is the function on BunGpY q whose
value at Q is the number of sections. (There are no automorphisms of sections, so no weighting
in the sum.) We interpret the topological boundary data BH as symmetry breaking from G to the
subgroup H.
Identify GGpS1q » VectGpGq as in (3.38). Evaluate BHpS1q : Vect Ñ VectGpGq on C P Vect to
obtain a G-equivariant vector bundle VH Ñ G. We compute it by summing over the fibers of (3.10),
which for M “ S1 is the map of groupoids
(3.47) pi : H{{H ÝÑ G{{G.
Thus VH “ pi˚C, where C Ñ H{{H is the trivial rank one complex vector bundle. The fiber of pi
over g P G is the groupoid Fg whose objects are pairs ph, g˜q P H ˆ G such that g˜hg˜´1 “ g. A
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morphism k : ph, g˜q Ñ ph1, g˜1q is given by k P H such that khk´1 “ h1 and g˜k´1 “ g˜1. In particular,
if g P H then
(3.48) pi0Fg – ZgpGq{ZgpHq,
where ZgpGq is the centralizer of g in G and ZgpHq the centralizer of g in H. In general,
(3.49) pVHqg “ Funppi0Fgq.
Example 3.50. If G “ A “ /µ.. 2 then there are two subgroups. If H “ /µ.. 2 then V/µ.. 2 “ C is the
trivial bundle with stabilizers acting trivially. If H “ 1 is the trivial group, then the fiber pV/µ.. 2q1
at 1{{A Ă A{{A is the 2-dimensional regular representation of A, and the fiber pV/µ.. 2q´1 at ´1{{A is
the zero vector space. Using (3.40) in each case V Ñ AˆA_ has two rank one fibers and two zero
fibers. The two cases are exchanged under electromagnetic duality, which exchanges AÐÑ A_.
Remark 3.51. A central extension 1 ÝÑ T ÝÑ rH ÝÑ H ÝÑ 1 also gives a topological boundary
condition for GG, and in fact every indecomposable topological boundary condition has this form;
see [Os] and [EGNO, Corollary 7.12.20]. The boundary theory is a weighted counting of reductions
of a principal G-bundle to a principal H-bundle. The weight is derived from the cohomology class
in H2pB rH;Tq of the central extension. We do not encounter any nontrivial central extensions in
the application to lattice models, nor do we see a mechanism whereby symmetry breaking would
lead to one: the weights θ we use (Definition 4.9 below) are nonnegative, and there are no central
extensions of H with center Rą0. This reasoning leads to Conjecture 5.4.
4. Lattice theories on the boundary
Now we introduce the boundary lattice theories. There is a parameter, a function on the group
used to weight the interactions on each edge of the lattice, and we introduce the appropriate
function space in §4.1. In §4.2 we defined precisely our notion of lattices in 1- and 2-manifolds.
The boundary theories are defined as non-extended theories in §4.3, and the order and disorder
operators introduced in §4.4. We conclude by unifying electromagnetic and Kramers-Wannier
dualities in §4.5.
4.1. Weighting functions
Definition 4.1. Let A be a finite abelian group. A function θ : AÑ R is admissible if (i) θpaq ě 0
for all a P A; (ii) θp´aq “ θpaq for all a P A; and (iii) θ_pa_q ě 0 for all a_ P A_, where
θ_ “ Fθ : A_ Ñ R is the Fourier transform of θ.
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See (3.23) for the definition of the Fourier transform. Observe that θ_ is admissible if and only if
θ is. It follows23 from these conditions that θ achieves its maximal value at a “ 0, which means
that it models a ferromagnetic interaction. The set of admissible functions on A is a convex subset
of the vector space of all real-valued functions on A.
Example 4.3 (A “ /µ.. 5). A nonnegative even real-valued function θ on A “ /µ.. 5 is determined by
3 nonnegative numbers
(4.4)
a “ θp1q
b “ θpλq “ θpλ4q
c “ θpλ2q “ θpλ3q,
where λ “ e2pii{5. The Fourier transform θ_ on A_ “ Z{5Z takes values
(4.5)
θ_p0q “ pa` 2b` 2cq{?5
θ_p1q “ θ_p4q “ pa` pb` qcq{?5
θ_p2q “ θ_p3q “ pa` qb` pcq{?5,
where p “ 2 cosp2pi{5q and q “ 2 cosp4pi{5q. If a “ 0, then positivity of θ_ forces b “ c “ 0 as well,
so we may assume a ­“ 0 and multiplicatively normalize a “ 1. The region in the pb, cq-plane in
which the six numbers in (4.4) and (4.5) are nonnegative is the convex hull of its 4 extreme points
(4.6) pb, cq “ p0, 0q, p1, 1q, pp
2
,
q
2
q, pq
2
,
p
2
q.
For the first θ is the characteristic function of the trivial subgroup 1 Ď /µ.. 5, for the second θ is the
characteristic function of the full subgroup /µ.. 5 Ď /µ.. 5; the Fourier transform exchanges them. The
other two extreme points do not correspond to subgroups of /µ.. 5.
Example 4.7 (A “ /µ.. 4). After dividing by positive multiplicative scaling, the space of admissible θ
is a convex planar set with 4 extreme points: three are characteristic functions of subgroups, and
the fourth takes values a, a{2, 0, a{2 for some positive real number a.
If G is a possibly nonabelian finite group, then there is a generalization of the Fourier trans-
form (3.23). Namely, if θ : GÑ C and ρ : GÑ AutpW q is a finite dimensional complex representa-
tion of G, then define
(4.8) θ_pρq “ 1?
#G
ÿ
gPG
θpgqρpgq P EndpW q.
It suffices to evaluate θ_ on a representative set of irreducible representations.
23Proof: Write θ_ “ φ2 for a positive function φ, and then for any a P A we have by Cauchy-Schwarz
(4.2) θpaq “ 1?
#A
ÿ
a_PA_
”
χpa, a_qφpa_q
ı
φpa_q ď 1?
#A
ÿ
a_PA_
φpa_q2 “ θp0q.
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Definition 4.9. Let G be a finite group. A function θ : G Ñ R is admissible if (i) θpgq ě 0 for
all g P G; (ii) θpg´1q “ θpgq for all g P G; and (iii) θ_pρq is a nonnegative operator for each
irreducible unitary representation ρ : GÑ AutpW q.
Observe that the evenness condition (ii) implies that θ_pρq is self-adjoint.
4.2. Latticed 1- and 2-manifolds
The “lattices” we use in this paper are embedded in compact 1- and 2-manifolds. As a preliminary
we define a model solid n-gon for n P Zě2. If n ě 3 then a solid n-gon is, say, the convex hull of
the nth roots of unity in C. A solid 2-gon is, say, the set
(4.10)
"
px, yq P A2 : x
2 ´ 1
2
ď y ď 1´ x
2
2
*
.
Definition 4.11.
(i) A latticed 1-manifold pS, νq is a closed 1-manifold S equipped with a finite subset ν Ă S
which intersects each component of S in a set of cardinality ě 2.
(ii) A latticed 2-manifold pY,Λq is a compact 2-manifold Y equipped with a smoothly embedded
finite graph Λ Ă Y which intersects each component of Y nontrivially. The closure of each
component of Y zΛ is a smoothly embedded solid n-gon with n ě 2. Furthermore, if e is
an edge of Λ, then either (a) e X BY “ H, (b) e X BY is a single boundary vertex of e, or
(c) e Ă BY .
A component of Y zΛ is called a face. We use ‘VertpΛq’, ‘EdgepΛq’ to denote the sets of vertices
and edges of the lattice Λ. It is understood that an embedding of a solid n-gon takes vertices to
vertices and edges to edges. There is no choice of embedding in the data of a latticed 2-manifold,
only a condition that an embedding exists. Our definition rules out loops in Λ but allows faces
which share more than a single edge. Up to cyclic symmetry a connected latticed 1-manifold is
homeomorphic to a connected finite graph whose vertices have valence two: a polygon. We use the
notation pS,Πq for a latticed 1-manifold; Π Ă S is an embedded graph, each component of which
is an embedding of an n-gon, n P Zě2.
Definition 4.12. Let pY,Λq be a latticed 2-manifold. A dual latticed 2-manifold pY,Λ_q is char-
acterized by bijections pi0pY zΛq Ñ VertpΛ_q and EdgepΛq Ñ EdgepΛ_q such that (i) the vertex
of Λ_ corresponding to a face f is contained in the interior of f and (ii) corresponding edges e Ă Λ
and e_ Ă Λ_ intersect transversely in a single point.
Proposition 4.13. Let pY,Λq be a latticed 2-manifold. Then a dual lattice Λ_ exists.
In fact, the space of dual lattices Λ_ is contractible, though we do not give a formal proof here.
Proof. Choose a point pe in the interior of each edge of Λ and fix an embedding ψf of a solid n-gon
onto each closed face f of pY,Λq. The vertices of Λ_ are the images ψf pcq of the centers of the
model solid n-gons. The edges are constructed from the image under ψf of line segments joining c
to ψ´1f ppeq for each edge e in the boundary of f ; then straighten the resulting angle at each pe. 
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4.3. Lattice models as boundary theories
Let G be a finite group and GG the 3-dimensional finite gauge theory discussed in §3. Fix
an admissible function θ : G Ñ R (Definition 4.9). We now define a 2-dimensional boundary
theory IpG,θq for GG, but on a bordism category of 1- and 2-manifolds; we do not “extend down to
points”. (We will extend down to points in §8.) More precisely, the boundary theory I “ IpG,θq
is defined on the bordism category of latticed 1-manifolds and latticed 2-dimensional bordisms
between them.
Let pM,Λq be a latticed 1- or 2-manifold and pi : Q Ñ M a principal G-bundle. The boundary
theory is a finite σ-model whose fields comprise the finite set
(4.14) QVertpΛq “
"
sections of Q
ˇˇˇ
pi´1
`
VertpΛq
˘Ñ VertpΛq* .
Suppose pY,Λq : pS0,Π0q Ñ pS1,Π1q is a 2-dimensional latticed bordism between latticed 1-manifolds,
and pi : Q Ñ Y a principal G-bundle, then restriction to the boundaries defines a correspondence
diagram of finite sets
(4.15)
QVertpΛq
r0
yy
r1
%%
R
VertpΠ0q
0 R
VertpΠ1q
1
in which R0 Ñ S0 and R1 Ñ S1 are the restrictions of Q Ñ Y to the incoming and outgoing
boundaries, respectively. Define a function
(4.16) K : QVertpΛq ÝÑ R,
a sort of integral kernel, as follows. If e Ă Λ is an edge, then parallel transport along e identifies
the fibers of QÑ Y over the boundary points of e. The values of a section s P QVertpΛq over these
two vertices are related by an element gps; eq P G, defined up to inversion depending on the order
of the boundary points (orientation of e). Since the function θ : GÑ R is even, the number
(4.17) Kpsq “
ź
ePEdgepΛqzEdgepΛXS1q
θ
`
gps; eq˘
is independent of edge orientations. In (4.17) we multiply the weighting factor over incoming and
interior edges of Λ, but not over outgoing edges. Under composition of bordisms the correspondence
diagrams (4.15) compose by fiber product and the integral kernels (4.17) multiply.
Definition 4.18.
(i) For a latticed 1-manifold pS,Πq and principal G-bundle RÑ S set
(4.19) I pS,ΠqrRs “ Fun`RVertpΠq˘.
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(ii) For a latticed bordism pY,Λq : pS0,Π0q Ñ pS1,Π1q set
(4.20) I pY,ΛqrQs “ pr1q˚ ˝K ˝ pr0q˚ : I pS0,Π0qrR0s ÝÑ I pS1,Π1qrR1s;
see (4.15) and (4.16) for notation.
In (4.20) ‘K’ is multiplication by the function K. It is straightforward to extend (4.19) to a functor
BunGpSq Ñ Vect, i.e., to an equivariant vector bundle over BunGpSq, or equivalently—according
to (3.7)—an object in the category GGpSq. Then (4.20) defines an equivariant map between the
equivariant vector bundles I pS0,Π0q and I pS1,Π1q. This is precisely what a boundary theory
I : 1 Ñ GG must do.
If pY,Λq is a closed latticed surface, then (4.20) reduces to the function on BunGpY q whose value
at Q is the partition function
(4.21) I pY,ΛqrQs “
ÿ
sPQVertpΛq
ź
ePEdgepΛq
θ
`
gps; eq˘
of the Ising model.
Remark 4.22. Let pS,Πq be a latticed 1-manifold. For each principal G-bundle RÑ S the boundary
theory produces a vector space I pS,ΠqrRs. If RÑ S is the trivial G-bundle SˆGÑ S, then this
is the usual state space in the quantum mechanical interpretation of the Ising model. For nontrivial
R Ñ S it is the state space of a “twisted sector”. Now form the bordism r0, 1s ˆ pS,Πq : pS,Πq Ñ
pS,Πq in which Y “ r0, 1s ˆ S and Λ “ r0, 1s ˆ Π. For R Ñ S set P “ r0, 1s ˆ R Ñ Y . Then the
linear endomorphism I pY,ΛqrP s of I pS,ΠqrRs is the “transfer matrix” in the sector defined by
R Ñ Y . It may be interpreted as expp´HRq—Wick rotated discrete time evolution over a single
unit of time—where HR is the Hamiltonian operator in that sector.
Remark 4.23. Suppose θ is a multiple of the characteristic function of a subgroup H Ă G. Then
Kpsq in (4.17) vanishes unless all parallel transports gps; eq lie in H. If so, then s determines a
section of the fiber bundle Q{H Ñ Λ, and it extends to a section over Y , so a reduction of QÑ Y to
the subgroup H. In this case the boundary theory IpG,θq is24 the topological boundary theory (3.9).
4.4. Order and disorder operators
We continue with a finite group G and an admissible function θ : GÑ R.
Suppose X is a compact 3-manifold with latticed boundary pBX,Λq. As in (2.7) we can evaluate
the pair pGG,IpG,θqq “ pGG,I q on X to compute a number: I pBX,Λq is a function on BunGpBXq
and GG evaluated on X as a bordism with BX incoming is a linear functional on Fun
`
BunGpBXq
˘
.
The explicit formula combines (3.5) and (4.20):
(4.24) pGG,I qpX,Λq “
ÿ
rP sPpi0 BunGpXq
1
# AutP
ÿ
sPpBP qVertpΛq
ź
ePEdgepΛq
θ
`
gps; eq˘.
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Figure 1. Wilson loop/order operator (left); ’t Hooft loop/disorder operator (right)
Recall from §3.4 that GG admits two distinguished kinds of loop operators associated to an
embedded oriented25 circle: Wilson and ’t Hooft operators. We also discussed operators on neatly
embedded closed intervals S, and these carry over to operators in the theory pGG,I q on a 3-
manifold with latticed boundary. For Wilson operators we require the boundary of S to lie in
VertpΛq Ă Λ Ă BX. Fix a character χ : G Ñ T. Then for a principal G-bundle P Ñ X and a
section s P pBP qVertpΛq over VertpΛq we define
(4.25) hS,χpP, sq “ χ
`
gps;Sq˘,
where as in (4.17) the group element gps, Sq P G sends spB´Sq to spB`Sq, after parallel transport
along S. The partition function with this “Wilson path operator” inserted is
(4.26) pGG,I qpX,Λq “
ÿ
rP sPpi0 BunGpXq
1
# AutP
ÿ
sPpBP qVertpΛq
hS,χpP, sq
ź
ePEdgepΛq
θ
`
gps; eq˘.
Remark 4.27. In the language of spin systems hS,χpP, sq is called an order operator. It is usually
defined for a single vertex of Λ rather than a pair of vertices connected by a path (which may be
contained in BX or can wander into the interior of X). Indeed, if we restrict to the untwisted sector
in which P Ñ X is the trivial G-bundle then we can define the order operator at a single vertex,
but for general P Ñ X we need the path S. We discuss order operators without paths below.
We turn now to the ’t Hooft operator, for which we require the boundary of S to lie in BXzΛ.
Fix a conjugacy class γ Ă G. As in (3.37) we let BunG
`
X; pS, γq˘ be the groupoid whose objects are
principal G-bundles P Ñ XzS with holonomy γ about S. A bundle P Ñ XzS is defined on Λ Ă BX,
hence PVertpΛq is still defined. The partition function with this “’t Hooft path operator” inserted is
given by (4.24) with BunGpXq replaced by BunG
`
X; pS, γq˘. In the language of spin systems this
is a disorder operator.
There are more general point operators in the boundary theory which do not require the point
to lie at the end of a 1-manifold S. First, we consider general defects in the topological gauge
24up to a multiplicative factor Cv, where v is the number of vertices in a lattice. A similar factor occurs in
Proposition 4.51. To correct for these factors the integral kernel (4.17) should include products over vertices and
faces of constants C and C 1, so the boundary lattice theory is parametrized by pC, θ, C 1q; see Definition 8.3.
25See Remark 3.36 to drop the orientation.
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theory GG on a closed 2-manifold Y . Suppose y1, . . . , yN P Y is a finite set of points. Let Y 1 denote
Y with disjoint open disks Dyα about the yα removed, and read Y
1 as a bordism with BY 1 incoming.
Fix diffeomorphisms S1
«ÝÝÑ BDyα . Then, as in (3.46), there is a fiber bundle of groupoids
(4.28) pi : BunGpY 1q ÝÑ pG{{GqˆN .
Fix vector bundles Wα Ñ G{{G, so G-equivariant vector bundles Wα Ñ G, and use them as inputs
into GGpY 1q. Then GGpY 1qpW1, . . . ,WN q is the vector space of sections of
(4.29) pi˚pW1 b ¨ ¨ ¨bWN q ÝÑ BunGpY 1q.
Observe that because of nontrivial automorphisms of G-bundles, this may be the zero vector space.
We now describe point operators in the boundary theory I “ IG,θ on a latticed surface pY,Λq.
There are two types of such point defects: order and disorder operators. For an order operator at yi
we have yi P VertpΛq; the vector bundle Wi Ñ G{{G is supported at e{{G, so is a representation
of G; and we fix a vector ξi P Wi. (Identify Wi with its fiber at e.) For a disorder operator at yj
we have yj P Y zΛ; the vector bundle Wj Ñ G{{G has trivial action of centralizers, so is a vector
space Wj,g{G for each conjugacy class g{G; and we fix a vector ξj,g{G P Wj,g{G. An irreducible
Wj Ñ G{{G is supported on a single conjugacy class; the vector ξ vanishes at other conjugacy
classes. Suppose there is order operator data at vertices v1, . . . , vL and disorder operator data at
faces f1, . . . , fM . Then the generalization of (4.21) with these point defects is
(4.30) I pY,ΛqpW1, . . . ,WL`M qrQs
“
ÿ
sPQVertpΛq
#
Lâ
i“1
`
spviq ˆ ξi
˘ b Mâ
j“K`1
ξj,holjpQq
+ ź
ePEdgepΛq
θ
`
gps; eq˘.
Here Q Ñ Y 1 is a G-bundle; holjpQq is the holonomy about fj , a conjugacy class in G; and
spviq ˆ ξi P Qvi ˆGWi is a vector in the vector space defined by mixing the G-torsor Qvi with the
G-representation Wi.
4.5. Kramers-Wannier duality as electromagnetic duality
We investigate the effect of electromagnetic duality in finite abelian gauge theory (§3.3) on the
Ising boundary theories. The following is stated earlier as Theorem 1.13.
Theorem 4.31. Electromagnetic duality for 3-dimensional finite abelian gauge theory extends to
the Ising boundary conditions of lattice theories, whereon it becomes Kramers-Wannier duality. It
interchanges the action θ with its Fourier transform θ_. Order operators of the Ising model are
boundary points of Wilson loops, disorder operators boundary points of ’t Hooft loops, and they are
interchanged under duality.
The remainder of this section is devoted to an explicit proof on a closed latticed surface. The
isomorphism of full boundary lattice theories is proved in a more general context in §8.3.
As a preliminary we state without proof properties of the finite Fourier transform (3.23).
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Lemma 4.32. Let φ : M Ñ N be a homomorphism of finite abelian groups, φ_ : N_ Ñ M_ the
Pontrjagin dual homomorphism, and FM : FunpMq Ñ FunpM_q the Fourier transform.
(i) If f P FunpMq, then
(4.33) FN pφ˚fq “
d
#M
#N
pφ_q˚pFMfq.
(ii) If g P FunpNq, then
(4.34) FM pφ˚gq “
d
#M
#N
pφ_q˚pFNgq.
(iii) Let
(4.35) 1 ÝÑ T λÝÝÑ rL ÝÑ L ÝÑ 0
be a central extension and
(4.36) 0 ÝÑ L_ ÝÑ rL_ λ_ÝÝÝÑ Z ÝÑ 0
its Pontrjagin dual. Then the Fourier transform FunprLq Ñ FunprL_q restricts to an iso-
morphism of the vector space of sections of the line bundle over L associated to (4.35) with
functions on the L_-torsor pλ_q´1p1q Ă rL_.
Suppose now the homomorphisms
(4.37) M 1 
 i // M
pi // // M2
of finite abelian groups satisfy pi ˝ i “ 0. Let K “ Kerpi and H “ Kerpi{ Im i. The Pontrjagin dual
to (4.37) is
(4.38) M 1_ M_i
_
oooo M2_? _pi
_
oo
Set rK “ Ker i_ and rH “ Ker i_{ Impi_. ( rH and H are in Pontrjagin duality.) Consider the
diagrams
(4.39)
K 
 j //
p

M
H
rK   ˜ //
p˜

M_
rH
and suppose Θ P FunpMq.
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Lemma 4.40. We have the following equality of Fourier transforms:
(4.41) FHpp˚ j˚Θq “ #K?
#M ¨#H p˜˚ ˜
˚ FM pΘq.
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.32(i),(ii) and use the pullback square
(4.42)
rK ˜ //
p˜

M_
j_
rH p_ // M_{ Impi_ 
Fix η P M2 and ω P M 1_. Then the K-torsor Kη “ pi´1pηq and rK-torsor rKω “ pi_q´1pωq fit
into the diagrams
(4.43)
Kη
  jη //
p

M
Hη
rKω   ˜ω //
p˜

M_
rHω
for the H-torsor Hη “ Kη{ Im i and rH-torsor rHω “ rKω{ Impi_. Use the character ω : M 1 Ñ C to
define twisted descent pω˚ : FunpKηq Ñ FunωpHηq from FunpKηqy to the vector space
(4.44) p˚FunωpHηq “
 
g : Kη Ñ C : g
`
k ` ipm1q˘ “ ωpm1q´1gpkq for all m1 PM 1(
of sections of the line bundle over Hη determined by ω: the value of p
ω˚ on f P FunpKηq is determined
by the formula
(4.45) p˚pω˚fpkq “
ÿ
m1PM 1
ωpm1qf`k ` ipm1q˘, k P Kη.
There is a similar map p˜η˚ which interchanges the roles of η and ω. Lemma 4.32(iii) tells that the
Fourier transform FM maps the subspace pjηq˚p˚ FunωpHηq of FunpMq to the corresponding sub-
space p˜ωq˚p˜˚ Funηp rHωq of FunpM_q. There is no Fourier transform defined a priori on FunωpHηq,
so we define it in terms of FM , inserting the appropriate factors in Lemma 4.40, and conclude
(4.46) FHηppω˚ jη˚Θq “ #K?#M ¨#H p˜
η˚ ˜ω˚ FM pΘq.
Let pY,Λq be a closed latticed surface. Let A be a finite abelian group. As in (4.30) we fix data
for order and disorder operators, which we take to be irreducible:26
(4.47)
v1, . . . , vL P VertpΛq, ω1, . . . , ωL P A_;
f1, . . . , fM P Y zΛ, η1, . . . , ηM P A.
26Assume the vi are distinct and the fj lie in distinct faces.
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Let Λ_ be a dual lattice (Definition 4.12), chosen so that f1, . . . , fM are vertices of Λ_. The cochain
complexes
(4.48)
C0pΛ;Aq d0 // C1pΛ;Aq d1 // C2pΛ;Aq
C2pΛ_;A_q C1pΛ_;A_qB1oo C0pΛ_;A_qB0oo
are Pontrjagin dual. The order data determines a character ω : C0pΛ;Aq Ñ C and the disorder
data an element η P C2pΛ;Aq.
The stack BunApΛq has a small model, the action groupoid of C0pΛ;Aq acting on C1pΛ;Aq by
translation via d0. (An element of C1pΛ;Aq defines QÑ Λ trivialized over VertpΛq.) The disorder
operator acts by restriction to the subgroupoid C0pΛ;Aq acting on the Z1pΛ;Aq-torsor pd1q´1pδηq,
where as usual Z1pΛ;Aq “ ker d1. Fix an admissible θ P FunpAq and let Θ P Fun`C1pΛ;Aq˘ be
(4.49) Θpcq “
ź
ePEdgepΛq
θ
`
cpeq˘, c P C1pΛ;Aq.
Then the Ising partition function (4.30) is
(4.50) I pY,Λqpzq “
ÿ
sPC0pΛ;Aq
ωpsq ¨Θpz ` d0sq, z P pd1q´1pδηq.
We apply Lemma 4.40 to compute its Fourier transform. Take M “ C1pΛ;Aq, M 1 “ B1pΛ;Aq,
and27 M2 “ B2pΛ;Aq, where as usual B‚ denotes the subgroup of boundaries. Then K “ Z1pΛ;Aq
and H “ H1pY ;Aq – pi0 BunApY q. First, suppose η “ 0 and ω “ 0: no order or disorder operators.
Then (4.50) reduces to I pY,Λq “ #H0pY ;Aq¨p˚ j˚Θ and (4.41) immediately implies the following,
which is part of Theorem 4.31.
Proposition 4.51. The Fourier transform Fun
`
pi0 BunApY q
˘Ñ Fun`pi0 BunA_pY q˘ maps the Ising
partition function IpA,θqpY,Λq to the numerical factor
(4.52)
#Z1pΛ;Aqa
#C1pΛ;Aq ¨#H1pY ;Aq
times the Ising partition function IpA_,θ_qpY,Λ_q.
Remark 4.53. The numerical factor (4.52) equals
(4.54)
d
#C0pΛ;Aq
#C2pΛ;Aq .
Hence if we divide IpA,θqpY,Λq by
a
#C0pΛ;Aq, which is a factor of p#Aq´1{2 for each vertex,
then we achieve precise agreement under Fourier transform. (The extra factor is a special case of
a generalized Ising action; see Definition 8.3.)
27The disorder data η must be a boundary.
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If there are order and disorder operators, described by η and ω, then the Ising partition func-
tion (4.50) is I pY,Λq “ #H0pY ;Aq ¨ pω˚ jη˚ Θ; see (4.43) and (4.45) for notation. Therefore,
(4.46) tells the equality with the Ising partition function of the dual model, with order and disorder
operators exchanged.
Remark 4.55. We do not prove that electromagnetic duality induces the Fourier transform defined
in (4.46). Rather, we complete the proof of Theorem 4.31 in §8.3 in a more general setting.
5. Low energy effective topological field theories
In this section we consider qualitative aspects of the lattice theories. Our discussion is heuristic
and conjectural.
To begin, we recall some general principles about quantum systems. First, the low energy
behavior of a quantum system is thought to be well-approximated by a scale-independent relativistic
quantum field theory. In particular, this is applied to lattice systems, in which case the emergent
relativistic invariance is a strong assumption. Furthermore, there is a notion of a gapped quantum
system: the Hamiltonian has a spectral gap above the lowest energy. For lattice systems one
assumes that this energy gap is bounded below independent of the lattice. Then for a gapped
theory, in many cases, the low energy effective field theory is thought to be topological.28 If we
consider a moduli stack M of quantum theories with fixed discrete parameters, then there is a
locus ∆ ĂM of phase transitions. Points in Mz∆ may represent gapped or ungapped systems; the
points in ∆ labeling first-order phase transitions may also represent gapped systems whereas those
points in ∆ labeling higher-order phase transitions represent gapless systems. Path components
of pMz∆qgapped are called phases. Furthermore, the low energy effective field theory associated to
a point of pMz∆qgapped is thought to be a complete invariant of the phase. In this section we use
the full force of the global symmetry—the presentation of lattice theories as boundary theories for
fully extended finite gauge theory—to deduce constraints on the low energy field theory.
Remark 5.1. There is also dynamics, the renormalization group flow on pMGz∆Gqgapped. Its limit
points should be the possible low energy theories.
Remark 5.2. For a fixed finite group G we take MG as the space of admissible functions on G
divided by positive multiplicative rescaling; see §4.1. Since our lattice theories are a limited class
of nearest neighbor interactions (see (4.17)), we do not expect a naive renormalization group flow
on MG. To construct a flow we would have to project from a chimerical moduli space of all lattice
theories with symmetry G back onto this space.
Fix a finite group G and an admissible function θ. Recall the definition of the Hamiltonian
in a lattice model from Remark 4.22. There is a Hamiltonian associated to every latticed 1-
manifold pS,Πq equipped with a principal G-bundle R Ñ S. Choose S “ S1 the standard circle
and so Π a polygon. The construction (Definition 4.18) of the lattice model applied to the cylinder
28In general, it should be a topological theory tensored with an invertible theory; see [FH, §5.4]. For the gapped
lattice models in this paper we assume that the low energy effective theory is topological.
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r0, 1s ˆ S1 with embedded “prism” r0, 1s ˆ Π defines an endomorphism of the state space of func-
tions on configurations on Π. This is the Wick-rotated propagation through a unit of time, so is
expp´HpΠ,Rqq for the Hamiltonian operator29 HpΠ,Rq. For the trivial G-bundle S1 ˆ G Ñ S1 the
operator HΠ,R is the usual Hamiltonian, but there are twisted sectors and so “twisted Hamiltoni-
ans” for nontrivial RÑ S1. Full locality permits us to relate different sectors, at least in principle,
by modifying R Ñ S1 over small intervals in S1. Recall that θ : G Ñ R achieves its maximum at
the identity element e P G. Assume that e is the unique maximum point of θ. It follows that in the
untwisted sector the constant G-valued function on vertices of Π is a minimal energy configuration.
Furthermore, the minimal energy configuration in a twisted sector has energy dependent on values
of θ on Gzteu, so has strictly larger energy than the minimal energy in the untwisted sector. That
difference may or may not be bounded away from zero as we vary Π.
Remark 5.3. The strong assumption that the low energy effective field theory be fully local implies
that ‘low energy’ must also be fully local in the following sense. ‘Low’ is a global minimum—the
minimal energy in the untwisted sector—and so if a twisted sector has minimal energy uniformly
larger than the global minimum, its states are not present in the low energy approximating field
theory: the field theory has value the zero vector space in that sector.
Let MG denote the space of admissible functions on G, up to rescaling. As above, we assume a
locus ∆G ĂMG of lattice systems at which phase transitions occur, and we restrict to the subset of
the complement representing gapped theories. Then associated to θ P pMGz∆Gqgapped we expect an
effective low energy topological field theory. Since the lattice model IpG,θq has a global symmetry
group G, encoded in strong form by realizing IpG,θq as the boundary theory of 3-dimensional pure
gauge theory GG, we expect the same for its low energy approximation LpG,θq. Now we are on
solid mathematical ground: LpG,θq is a topological boundary theory for an extended topological
field theory. In §3.5 we described how a subgroup H Ă G gives rise to a topological boundary
theory BH , and in Remark 3.51 we quoted a (straightforward) theorem [EGNO, Corollary 7.12.20]
in the theory of tensor categories to the effect that every30 topological boundary theory which is
indecomposable is built in this way from a subgroup H Ă G and a central extension of H. We also
argued in Remark 3.51 that we do not expect to see nontrivial central extensions. Furthermore, the
topological theory corresponding to H (no central extension) is realized as IpG,θHq for θH P MG
the extreme point at which θH is the characteristic function of H; see Remark 4.23. Given these
facts, it seems reasonable to propose that neither nontrivial central extensions nor decomposable
boundary theories occur.
Conjecture 5.4. The low energy field theory LpG,θq, θ P pMGz∆Gqgapped, is BH for some sub-
group H Ă G.
Remark 5.5. As explained in §3.5 the boundary theory BH implements symmetry breaking from G
to H. Therefore, Conjecture 5.4 asserts that phases of Ising lattice models are distinguished by
symmetry breaking, which realizes Landau’s vision31 for this class of models.
29The Hamiltonian is undefined (infinite) on the kernel of the evolution operator.
30This result depends on choosing TensCat as the target 3-category of GG. We have not investigated whether
varying this choice produces additional boundary theories.
31Landau proposed classifying phases by patterns of symmetry breaking. In many examples it is now understood
that symmetry breaking is not sufficient; see [We] for an early articulation.
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Remark 5.6. Conjecture 5.4 predicts that the renormalization group flow (Remark 5.1) has limit
points θH PMG corresponding to subgroups H Ă G.
In the remainder of this section we describe explicitly the special case of the classical Ising
model G “ /µ.. 2. An admissible function θ : /µ.. 2 Ñ R can be normalized so θp1q “ 1; then θp´1q “ a
with 0 ď a ď 1. Thus M/µ.. 2 – r0, 1s. The extreme point a “ 0 corresponds to the trivial
subgroup 1 Ă /µ.. 2; the extreme point a “ 1 to the full subgroup /µ.. 2 Ă /µ.. 2. The usual parameter
for the classical Ising model is the inverse temperature β, which is related to a by a “ e´2β. The
locus ∆/µ.. 2 of phase transitions consists of a single point a∆ “
?
2´1, or equivalently sinhp2βq “ 1.
The Fourier transform induces the involution aØ p1´aq{p1`aq on M/µ.. 2 , after uniquely identifying
the abelian groups /µ.. _2 – /µ.. 2; the fixed point locus is the single point ∆/µ.. 2 “ ta∆u. The low
temperature phase is 0 ď a ă a∆. The high temperature phase is a∆ ă a ď 1. The expectation is
that a “ a∆ is a source for the renormalization group flow, which limits to sinks at a “ 0 and a “ 1
in the low and high temperature phases, respectively. This phase diagram, depicted in Figure 2, is
standard in the physics literature, e.g., [C, Figure 3.7].
 Dmz M Mm
Ae0 as a a I
3 0 13 0
Figure 2. Flow on moduli space of one-dimensional Ising models
Recall the topological boundary theories (3.9). The low energy effective boundary field theory
is B0 for the low temperature phase and B/µ.. 2 for the high temperature phase. We worked out
the values on S1 in Example 3.50. Recall that BpS1q is an object in the category G/µ.. 2pS1q of /µ.. 2-
equivariant vector bundles over /µ.. 2, so a pair V1, V´1 of representations of /µ.. 2. The underlying vector
spaces are the vacuum states of the Ising theory in the untwisted (V1) and twisted (V´1) sectors;
the /µ.. 2-action is that of the global symmetry which reverses all of the classical spins simultaneously.
For the low temperature phase the low energy field theory is B “ B0. The untwisted space V1
is the regular representation of /µ.. 2, which is realized as the space of functions on a set of two points
which are exchanged by the /µ.. 2-action. For each polygon Π Ă S1 the configuration set of the
Ising model is the set of functions s : VertpΠq Ñ /µ.. 2; the two-element vacuum set is the subset of
constant functions, exchanged by the global symmetry. The two-dimensional vector space V1 is the
lowest eigenspace of the untwisted Hamiltonian. The twisted space V´1 is the zero vector space.
In the twisted sector there are many classical configurations s of small energy—after trivializing
the nontrivial double cover R Ñ S1 on S1ztpu for p P S1zVertpΠq they each have a single vertex
in Π at which s takes a value distinct from that at the other vertices. The lowest energy quantum
state is the equally weighted superposition; the indicator function of this subset of configurations.
Its energy is strictly larger than the minimal energy in the untwisted sector. At low temperature
the energy differences persist32 independent of Π, which leads to the vanishing of V´1.
32We do not attempt a quantitative statement or proof here.
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By contrast, in the high temperature phase the energy differences do not persist as the lattice Π
is refined; note they are completely absent at a “ 1. The low energy theory B “ B/µ.. 2 has
V1, V´1 each the trivial one-dimensional representation of /µ.. 2; the symmetry is unbroken in each
sector. The vacuum state of the quantum theory on pS1,Πq is an equal mixture of all classical
configurations s : VertpΠq Ñ /µ.. 2, the constant function on the configuration set. This is true
in both sectors—at high temperature the global twisting of the double cover does not affect the
behavior of the Hamiltonian on S1.
6. The regular topological boundary theory
In this section we illustrate computations in an extended field theory with boundary conditions
and domain walls. We use some of these results in §7. We begin in §6.1 with a review of oriented
2-dimensional extended field theories. Then in §6.2 we consider a 3-dimensional theory based
on a spherical fusion category, emphasizing the utility of the regular (Dirichlet) boundary theory
(Remark 2.9).
6.1. 2-dimensional extended field theories
We summarize some aspects of [MS]; see also [L, §4.2].
Let C be a semisimple linear category with finitely many simple objects. A Frobenius structure
(or Calabi-Yau structure) on C is a collection of nondegenerate33 traces
(6.1) τx : EndCpxq ÝÑ C, x P C,
which for every sequence
(6.2) x0
f0ÝÝÝÑ x1 f1ÝÝÝÑ x2 ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ fk´1ÝÝÝÝÑ xk fkÝÝÝÑ x0
of morphisms in C satisfy: τxipfi`k ¨ ¨ ¨ fi`1fiq is independent of i “ 0, . . . , k. (Set fi`k`1 “ fi for
i “ 0, . . . , k ´ 1.) Equivalent data is a nondegenerate trace τ : HH0pCq Ñ C on the Hochschild
homology. Let x1, . . . , xN be a representative set of simple objects. The data of τ amounts to
N complex numbers
(6.3) λi “ τxipidxiq, i “ 1, . . . , N.
The finite semisimple category C is 2-dualizable in the 2-category Cat “ CatC of complex linear
categories, and a Frobenius structure is precisely SO2-invariance data. By the cobordism hypothesis
there is an associated 2-dimensional topological field theory
(6.4) TC : Bord2pSO2q ÝÑ Cat
33The associated bilinear pairing f1, f2 ÞÑ τxpf1f2q on EndCpxq is nondegenerate.
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of oriented manifolds with TCpptq “ C. An object x P C is the image of C P Vect under a morphism
VectÑ C in Cat. Apply the cobordism hypothesis to construct a boundary theory34 Bx : 1 Ñ TC .
The pair pTC ,Bxq maps the bordism (i) in Figure 3 to the object x P C.
 
Figure 3. Three bordisms with boundary theory labeled by x P C. The arrows
indicate incoming vs. outgoing boundary components.
The vector space A “ TCpS1q is a commutative Frobenius algebra. Multiplication is TC applied
to a pair of pants, the trace τA : A Ñ C is TC applied to a 2-disk D2 with BD2 outgoing, and
the identity element idA is TC applied to D
2 with BD2 incoming. There is a vector space basis
e1, . . . , eN of A consisting of idempotents; the order is not canonical. The identity element is
idA “ e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` eN and35
(6.5) τApeiq “ λ2i , i “ 1, . . . , N.
If OpCq is the finite set of isomorphism classes of simple objects in C, then we can identify C “
Vect
`OpCq˘ as the category of vector bundles on OpCq and A “ Fun`OpCq˘ as the commutative
algebra of functions on OpCq. Bordism (ii) in Figure 3 evaluates to χi P A, which by [MS, (2,36)]
is
(6.6) χi “ ei
λi
.
Hence bordism (iii) evaluates to
(6.7) τApχiq “ λi.
The partition function of a closed oriented surface Y is computed by Verlinde’s formula
(6.8) TCpY q “
Nÿ
i“1
λ
EulerpY q
i .
In particular,
(6.9) TCpS2q “
Nÿ
i“1
λ2i ,
which follows by decomposing the bordism S2 : H1 ÑH1 as the composition H1 D2ÝÝÑ S1 D2ÝÝÑ H1,
from which we conclude TCpS2q “ τApidAq.
34Since the group SO1 is trivial we obtain a boundary theory of oriented manifolds.
35Equation (6.5) follows from (2.30), (2.31), and (2.36) in [MS].
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6.2. Computations in 3-dimensional extended field theories
Let T be a spherical fusion category and
(6.10) FT : Bord3pSO3q ÝÑ TensCat
the associated 3-dimensional topological field theory of oriented manifolds with FTpptq “ T. Recall
(Remark 2.9) that a left T-module L is a morphism L : 1 Ñ T in TensCat. If the underlying
category of L is semisimple with finitely many simple objects, then L is 2-dualizable. To define
a boundary theory BL : 1 Ñ FT of oriented manifolds we need SO2-invariance data on L as an
T-module. We call this a relative Frobenius structure on L; it is relative to the pivotal structure
on T. As in [EGNO, §7.12] let EpLq “ EndTpLq be the tensor category of T-module functors LÑ L.
Then a relative Frobenius structure is a nondegenerate trace on the vector space EndEpLqp1q, where
1 Ă EpLq is the unit object.
Specialize to the regular boundary theory with L “ T as a left T-module. Then EpTq is identified
with T (acting by right multiplication on T), and a relative Frobenius structure is a nondegenerate
trace on EndTp1q. Since we assume T is fusion, EndTp1q is a 1-dimensional vector space with
canonical basis id1. Thus we define the canonical relative Frobenius structure on T to be the trace
with value 1 on id1 P EndTp1q.
Remark 6.11. For each object x P T the pivotal structure ρ determines a linear map EndTpxq Ñ
EndTp1q which sends f P EndTpxq to (compare (2.4))
(6.12) 1
coevxÝÝÝÝÝÑ xb x_ fbidÝÝÝÝÑ xb x_ ρxbidÝÝÝÝÝÑ x__ b x_ evx_ÝÝÝÝÑ 1
Therefore, a relative Frobenius structure determines a Frobenius structure on the category under-
lying T. In the sequel we use the canonical choice.
 
Figure 4. D1 with boundary colored red by the regular boundary theory
It is convenient to make pictorial computations for the pair pFT,BTq. For example, consider the
oriented interval D1 with boundary BD1 “ S0 “colored” by the boundary theory BT, as rendered
in Figure 4. To interpret it we first ignore the boundary theory, read D1 as a bordism pt>pt ÑH0,
and apply FT to obtain the functor
36
(6.13)
T-modˆ T-mod ÝÑ Cat
L1 , L2 ÞÝÑ HomTpL1,L2q
Imposing the boundary condition amounts to setting L1 “ L2 “ T, thus we obtain the linear
category underlying T.
36More precisely, it is the bimodule in TensCat which represents the functor (6.13).
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Remark 6.14. In Bord3pSO3q we must orient the tangent bundle of every bordism M , stabilized to
have rank 3. At an incoming boundary component pBMq0, part of the data is an isomorphism
(6.15) R‘ Rk ‘ T pBMq0 –ÝÝÑ Rk ‘ TM
of vector bundles over pBMq0 which takes 1 P R to an inward pointing vector. (Here dimM “ 3´k.)
If Rk‘TM ÑM is oriented, then the boundary inherits an orientation compatible with (6.15). This
applies to M “ D1 and shows why the two points in BD1 are isomorphic objects in Bord3pSO3q.
Note that in a 1-dimensional field theory such an oriented bordism does not exist.37
 
Figure 5. Seven bordisms to evaluate under pFT,BTq
Figure 5 shows seven morphisms in38 Bord3pSO3q, with parts of boundaries colored with BT.
The arrows indicate incoming vs. outgoing boundary components. We evaluate pFT,BTq on each
in turn. Bordism (i) evaluates to the tensor structure T b T Ñ T. Glue bordism (ii) to an input
of bordism (i) to deduce that it evaluates to the tensor unit 1 P T. Morphism (iii) evaluates to the
linear functor
(6.16)
T ÝÑ Vect
y ÞÝÑ HomTp1, yq
 
Figure 6. Evaluation and coevaluation
This follows from the evaluation and coevaluation in Figure 6—duality data for the underlying
category T—and this can be done in the dimensional reduction TT below. Continuing, we see
bordism (iv) in Figure 5 evaluates to the vector space EndTp1q; bordism (v) to id1 P EndTp1q;
bordism (vi) to the (canonical) relative Frobenius trace on EndTp1q; and bordism (vii) to the
number 1, by the normalization in the canonical relative Frobenius structure.
37Indeed, if F : Bord1pSO1q Ñ Vect assigns F pptq “ V for a finite dimensional vector space V , a boundary
theory 1 Ñ F is determined by ξ P V and this data does not allow us to attach a number to D1.
38In fact, there is a variant bordism category which accounts for the colored boundaries; see [L, §4.3].
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Figure 7. Three bordisms with domain wall labeled by x P T
Tensoring on the right by an object x P T defines a left T-module map T Ñ T. By the cobordism
hypothesis this determines a domain wall39 Dx : BT Ñ BT. Consider the three bordisms in Figure 7.
We co-orient the codimension two submanifold labeled x inside the codimension one boundary; the
co-orientation indicates the direction of the domain wall. By cutting as in Figure 5 we evaluate
bordism (i) to the object x P T, bordism (ii) to the vector space EndTpxq, and bordism (iii) to
the number dimpxq. For the latter we see first that bordism (iii) is the canonical trace of EndTpxq
applied to idx. Comparing (6.12) with (2.4) we compute it to be dimpxq.
Dimensional reduction of FT along the bordism b in Figure 4 is a 2-dimensional oriented theory
(6.17) TT : Bord2pSO2q ÝÑ Cat
with TTpptq “ FTpbq “ T.
Proposition 6.18. TT induces the Frobenius structure τ on the category T which satisfies
(6.19) τxpidxq “ dimpxq
for each object x P T
Stated differently, τ is the canonical relative Frobenius structure on T.
 
Figure 8. A decomposition of Figure 7(iii)
Proof. The object x P T determines the boundary condition Bx for TT (Figure 3(i)) which cor-
responds to the domain wall Dx in pFT,BTq depicted in Figure 7(i). Evaluate Figure 7(iii) by
decomposing as in Figure 8. The outer spherical annulus evaluates to the image of x in the com-
mutative Frobenius algebra TTpS1q. The inner solid cylinder evaluates to the trace on TTpS1q. On
the other hand, we already evaluated Figure 7(iii) as dimpxq. Now (6.19) follows from (6.7). 
39Since the group SO1 is trivial there is no extra structure necessary for Dx in the oriented theory FT .
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Recall that OpTq is the finite set of isomorphism classes of simple objects in T.
Proposition 6.20.
(6.21) FTpS3q “
1ř
xPOpTq
dimpxq2 .
A corollary is that the denominator—the categorical dimension
(6.22) dpTq “
ÿ
xPOpTq
dimpxq2
of T—is nonzero, a known result [EGNO, Theorem 7.21.12].
 
Figure 9. Three more bordisms with boundary theory
Proof. First, FTpS2q is a commutative Frobenius algebra. Let σ : FTpS2q Ñ C denote its trace.
There is an algebra isomorphism FTpS2q – EndZpTqp1q, where ZpTq “ FTpS1q is the Drinfeld center
of T. The latter is 1-dimensional, since EndTp1q is, and has canonical basis the unit u P FTpS2q.
Then FTpS3q “ σpuq. Bordism (i) in Figure 9 evaluates to a vector du for some d P C. Use
bordism (ii) to prove σpuq “ d´1, since bordism (vii) in Figure 5 evaluates to the number 1.
Bordism (iii) in Figure 9 evaluates to d2σpuq “ d, but as it is the product of the bordism b of
Figure 4 with S2 it also evaluates to
(6.23) TTpS2q “
ÿ
xPOpTq
dimpxq2 “ dpTq,
according to (6.9). 
 
Figure 10. A special element of ZpTq
Finally, we observe that pFT,BTq maps the bordism in Figure 10 to a distinguished object in
FTpS1q “ ZpTq. Its simple constituents generate a subcategory of “abstract Wilson loop operators”.
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7. Nonabelian lattice models and duality
Fix a spherical fusion category T. The cobordism hypothesis associates to T an extended 3-
dimensional topological field theory FT of oriented manifolds. This is the Turaev-Viro theory [TV,
BW1, BW2] as generalized by Barrett-Westbury. It has a state sum formulation. In principle the
state sum can be derived from the extended field theory structure, so ultimately from the cobordism
hypothesis; see [Da] for a careful treatment of state sums in 2-dimensional extended oriented field
theories. In §7.1 we state the relevant formulas for Turaev-Viro theory, mostly following [BK]. Then
in §7.2 we construct a boundary theory for latticed manifolds, at least on closed oriented latticed
2-manifolds. For T “ VectrGs we recover the finite gauge theory of §4. Applied to T “ ReppGq
we obtain a (Kramers-Wannier) dual40 to the G-Ising model for all finite groups G, including
G nonabelian.
7.1. Turaev-Viro theory
Let T be a spherical fusion category. For objects x1, . . . , xn P T define the vector space
(7.1) xx1, . . . , xny “ HomTp1, x1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xnq,
where 1 P T is the tensor unit. Then the pivotal structure produces an isomorphism
(7.2) xx1, . . . , xny –ÝÝÑ HomTpx_1 , x2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xnq –ÝÝÑ xx2, . . . , xn, x1y
whose nth power is the identity. Therefore, xx1, . . . , xny depends only on the set of cyclically ordered
objects x1, . . . , xn. Furthermore, for xi, yi, z P T there is a pairing
(7.3) xx1, . . . , xn, z_y b xz, y1, . . . , ymy ÝÑ xx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ymy
defined by tensoring HomT spaces and contracting via evaluation z
_bz Ñ 1. For any x1, . . . , xn P T
the pairing
(7.4) xx_n , . . . , x_1 y b xx1, . . . , xny ÝÑ EndTp1q ÝÑ C
is nondegenerate. The second arrow is the canonical relative Frobenius structure defined in §6.2.
Henceforth, we restrict to simple objects of T.
Suppose pY,Λq is a closed oriented latticed 2-manifold. Let OEdgepΛq be the set of pairs e “ pe¯, oq
in which e¯ P EdgepΛq and o is an orientation of e¯. Let ´e denote the oppositely oriented edge to e.
Define a labeling as a function
(7.5) ` : OEdgepΛq ÝÑ ObjT
40Recall the discussion in §3.2.
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which satisfies: `peq is a simple object for all e P OEdgepΛq, and `p´eq “ `peq_. We say labelings
` „ `1 are equivalent if `peq – `1peq for all e P OEdgepΛq. Define the vector space [BK, (3.2.2)]
(7.6) VTpY ; Λq –
à
`
â
f
x`pe1q, . . . , `penqy,
where the direct sum is over equivalence classes of labelings `, the tensor product over faces f of Λ,
and the boundary of a face f is an n-gon with edges e1, . . . , en cyclically ordered and oriented as
the boundary of f . It has the following interpretation in the extended field theory FT. Namely,
as in §6 let BT be the regular boundary theory defined by T as a left module over itself. Excise
open disks about each vertex of Λ to obtain a surface Y 1; insert the regular boundary theory BT
on BY 1. Then FTpY 1q is the vector space (7.6), as we briefly explain. Compute FTpY 1q by cutting
along each edge of ΛX Y 1 to decompose Y 1 as a union of polygons with vertices blown-up to arcs
colored with BT; see Figure 11. Each such polygon evaluates to a vector space (7.1), once labels
are inserted on the edges. Evaluation of the thin rectangles attached to doubled edges leads to the
sum and product in (7.6).
 
Figure 11. The blown-up lattice
Example 7.7 (T “ VectrGs). A simple object is a “skyscraper vector bundle”, a line supported at
a single element g P G. Hence an equivalence class of labelings is a function g : OEdgepΛq Ñ G such
that gp´eq “ gpeq´1. Let Cg be the skyscraper trivial line supported at g and ˚ the convolution
product (3.3). We easily compute the vector space
(7.8) xg1, . . . , gny “ HomVectrGsp1,Cg1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Cgnq “
#
C, g1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gn “ e;
0, otherwise.
The set of labelings is equivalent to the groupoid of principal G-bundles over Λ together with a
section over VertpΛq; the equivalence is parallel transport along edges. (Recall that the section
over vertices is the canonical Dirichlet boundary theory; see the end of §3.1.) According to (7.8)
the vector space in (7.6) for fixed `, f is zero unless the holonomy around the face f is trivial.
Therefore, we can identify (7.6) with the vector space of functions on BunGpY,VertpΛqq, the stack
of G-bundles on Y trivialized at vertices of Λ.
To compute the vector space FTpY q we must glue back in the excised disks about vertices. We
cannot literally do that, due to the boundary theory, so we take a different route. First, recall
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Figure 12. A schematic of the bordism ΠY “ g ˝ f with blue antispheres
from the proof of Proposition 6.20 that FTpS2q is 1-dimensional with canonical basis element u.
Furthermore, S2 colored with the boundary theory BT defines the vector dpTqu P FTpS2q—this
is the evaluation of the relative theory, which amounts to evaluating pFT,BTq on bordism (i)
in Figure 9—for the nonzero constant dpTq defined in (6.22). Define the “antisphere” to be a
colored S2 postulated to have value dpTq´1u P FTpS2q. Now define a bordism ΠY : Y 1 Ñ Y 1 as the
manifold r0, 1s ˆ Y with, for each v P VertpΛq; a “hemiball” removed about each vertex t0u ˆ v,
t1u ˆ v at the boundary; and a small ball removed at t1{4u ˆ v with boundary an antisphere. Put
the boundary theory BT on the hemisphere boundary of each excised hemiball. Figure 12 is a
2-dimensional slice through ΠY . The theory FT evaluates on each end of ΠY to the vector space
FTpY 1q “ VTpY ; Λq.
Lemma 7.9. FTpΠY q : VTpY ; Λq ÝÑ VTpY ; Λq is a projection with image isomorphic to FTpY q.
Proof. The composition ΠY ˝ΠY in the bordism category is diffeomorphic to ΠY with (i) an interior
ball excised for each v P VertpΛq with boundary colored by BT, and (ii) two antispheres for each
vertex. Use the multiplication in FTpS2q to cancel the BT-sphere against one of the antispheres.
To complete the proof, refer to Figure 12 and observe that f ˝ g « idY , after canceling the BT-
spheres against the antispheres, which implies that FTpgq is an isomorphism of FTpY q onto the
image of FTpΠY q. 
 
Figure 13. Commutativity of local projections
Decompose FTpΠY q as a composition of commuting projections FTpΠY,vq : VTpY ; Λq Ñ VTpY ; Λq,
v P VertpΛq, by setting
(7.10) ΠY,v “ r0, 1s ˆ Y 1 Yr 1
16
, 15
16
sˆBvY 1 r
1
16
,
15
16
s ˆD2 z r1
8
,
3
8
s ˆD2,
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where Bvy1 « S1 is the boundary of the excised ball about v and the boundary of r18 , 38 s ˆD2 is the
antisphere. There is a standard “picture proof” (Figure 13) that for vertices v1, v2 we have
(7.11) ΠY,v1 ˝ΠY,v2 “ ΠY,v2 ˝ΠY,v1
in the bordism category.
 
Figure 14. The labeled closed star of v
We conclude with a formula for FTpΠY,vq in terms of the state sum (7.6). Figure 14 depicts
the “closed star” of the vertex v and defines a labeling of its edges. For any labeling ` in (7.6)
with these labels, the desired projection is the identity on the vector space (7.1) associated to faces
which do not contain v, tensored with the linear map
(7.12)
nâ
i“1
xxi, ~yi, x_i`1y ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
à
x˜i,z
nâ
i“1
xxi, ~yi, x_i`1y b xxi, x˜_i , zy b xz_, x˜i, x_i y
“ à
x˜i,z
nâ
i“1
xxi, ~yi, x_i`1y b xxi`1, x˜_i`1, zy b xz_, x˜i, x_i y
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ à
x˜i
nâ
i“1
xx˜i, ~yi, x˜_i`1y
1{dpTqÝÝÝÝÝÑ à
x˜i
nâ
i“1
xx˜i, ~yi, x˜_i`1y,
where we set xn`1 “ x1 and x˜n`1 “ x˜1. The first map is constructed from the dual of the duality
pairing (7.4). The second map is defined using the cyclic invariance (7.2) and the pairing (7.3):
(7.13)
xxi, ~yi, x_i`1y b xxi`1,x˜_i`1, zy b xz_, x˜i, x_i y
ÝÑ xx˜_i`1, z, xi`1y b xx_i`1, z_, x˜i, ~yiy
ÝÑ xx˜i, ~yi, x_i`1, xi`1, x˜_i`1y
ÝÑ xx˜i, ~yi, x˜_i`1y
The last map is the indicated multiplication operator.
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Figure 15. A small portion of ΠY,v
Proposition 7.14. The operator on VTpY ; Λq defined in (7.12) is FTpΠY,vq.
Proof. We sketch a proof based on Figure 15 and our computations in §6.2. The left drawing depicts
a decomposition of a portion of ΠY,v. A solid cylinder has been bored from the north pole of the
bottom hemisphere at v to the south pole of the top hemisphere. Its boundary is co-oriented to
point into the faces containing v. Edges of Λ are doubled, as in Figure 11. Each face of appears in
the decomposition of ΠY,v bounded by vertical polygons as in the right drawing; the pair pFT,BTq
maps that particular polygon to the vector space xxi, x˜_i , zy. There is a thin vertical “slab” for
each edge. The vertical faces of the slabs are outgoing. The bottom face of ΠY,v is incoming and
the top face outgoing, as in Figure 12. The value of pFT,BTq on the thin vertical slabs are the
coevaluation maps in the first line of (7.12). The contractions in (7.13) occur when evaluating the
face along the two shown vertical polygons, bottom face, and vertical cylinder, each of which is
incoming. The first contraction is gluing along xi, the second along z, and the third along xi`1.
The top face being outgoing there are no contractions with the tilde variables. The vertical solid
cylinder can be evaluated as a solid polygon in the reduced theory TT of (6.17). This enforces that
all vertical variables z be equal. Finally, the antisphere induces the multiplication operator at the
last step of (7.12). 
Example 7.15 (T “ VectrGs). Resuming Example 7.7, we claim (7.12) projects onto functions on
BunGpY,VertpΛqq which are invariant under change of trivialization at v. To see this, recall that
each label is a group element, note that z P G functions as the change of trivialization at v, and x˜i
is determined by xi and z. Applying to all v we obtain projection onto the image of
(7.16) Fun
`
BunGpY q
˘ ÝÑ Fun`BunGpY,VertpΛqq˘.
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7.2. The lattice boundary theory
The boundary theory depends on a fiber functor, i.e., a tensor functor
(7.17) φ : T ÝÑ VectC.
Furthermore, we need the generalization of the Ising weight function in §4.1. First, duality is an
involution on OpTq. Choose representative simple objects x1, . . . , xN in T and duality data for dual
pairs of objects. The desired weight function is an element
(7.18) θ P
Nà
i“1
φpxiq b φpxiq˚
which satisfies the following “evenness” constraint: the duality data induces an involution of the
vector space (which permutes terms), and we require that θ be invariant. We assume φ and θ are
specified.
Example 7.19. For T “ VectrGs the fiber functor φ maps a vector bundle W Ñ G to the vector
space
À
gPGWg. If x P VectrGs is a skyscraper line supported at g P G, then φpxq b φpxq˚ is the
trivial line C, and we can identify the vector space in (7.18) with FunpGq. The constraint forces
θ to be an even function, as in Definition 4.9.
Example 7.20. For T “ ReppGq the vector space in (7.18) is the home of the “Fourier transform”
of a function on G; see (4.8).
Observe that for any object x P T there is a canonical isomorphism
(7.21) Hom
`
1,Homp1, xq˚ b x˘ –ÝÝÑ Homp1, xq˚ bHomp1, xq
and a canonical element in the latter. Hence for a latticed surface pY,Λq there is a canonical map
(7.22)
1 ÝÑà
`
â
f
x`penq_, . . . , `pe1q_y˚ b `penq_ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b `pe1q_
–à
`
â
f
x`pe1q, . . . , `penqy b `penq_ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b `pe1q_,
where e1, . . . , en are the edges of the n-gon f and we use the duality pairing (7.4). Apply the fiber
functor to obtain a linear map of vector spaces
(7.23) C ÝÑà
`
â
f
x`pe1q, . . . , `penqy b φ
`
`penq
˘˚ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b φ``pe1q˘˚.
For a fixed labeling `, each unoriented edge e¯ P EdgepΛq appears in (7.23) twice, once with each
orientation. Pair the image of 1 P C under (7.23) with śePEdgepΛq θ to obtain a vector in the vector
space VTpY ; Λq of (7.6). (The constraint on θ is needed for this pairing to be well-defined.) Finally,
apply the projection FTpΠY q of Lemma 7.9 to obtain the partition function of the boundary lattice
theory, a vector in FTpY q.
Example 7.24. For T “ VectrGs this prescription reproduces (4.21), as we encourage the reader
to verify.
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8. Bicolored boundary structures
Here, we give an abstract reformulation of our TQFT interpretation of the Ising model and its
correlators in the setting of fully extended topological field theories recalled in §2: we will describe
the data of a d-dimensional lattice theory relative to a pd`1q-dimensional topological field theoryF
in the language of boundary and defect structures. Unless otherwise specified, we will dwell in the
world of oriented theories.
As mentioned in the introduction, the formulation of Kramers-Wannier duality in the context of
a (nonextended) bicolored TQFT is anticipated in [S].
8.1. Bi-coloring via Morse functions.
We assume at the outset that the d-manifold Y (d ě 2) carrying the lattice theory is closed.
Permitted cuts of Y into cornered pieces will be apparent after our reformulation: all faces of
a cornered bordism must be transverse to all boundary and defect structures. Contact with the
world of extended TQFTs is made by converting a lattice on Y into a handle decomposition. There
is a standard way to do so, once we make the notion of “lattice” precise enough. We will take
it to mean a piecewise linear decomposition Π into convex polyhedra (not necessarily simplices),
compatible with the smooth structure. From this, one can build a Morse function f on Y in a
standard way, with one critical point on each polyhedral face (including the d-dimensional ones).
We will arrange for the Morse function to be self-indexing, with vertices of degree 0 and maxima of
degree d. The Morse function d´ f is then compatible, in the same way, with the dual polyhedral
decomposition Π_, which itself is uniquely defined up to smooth isotopy. These constructions are
readily carried out thanks to Whitehead’s results [Wh] on triangulations of C1 manifolds.
The lattice theory on Y being a boundary theory for F , the associated TQFT picture is always
based on a collar of Y in some pd ` 1q-manifold; the topological nature of F confines all the
information to a cylinder r0, 1s ˆ Y , with boundary Y0 > Y1, with Y0 soon to be decorated by
boundary and defect structures. Its algebraic reading will output a vector in the image F pY1q of
the smooth boundary, but the incoming boundary Y0 needs a preliminary change.
Y x 0 
 
 
Y x 1 
m 4
Figure 16. Modifying r0, 1s ˆ Y into a cornered bordism
The Morse function f gives a handle decomposition of Y , with a p-handleDpˆDq centered at each
critical point y of index p. Inside each handle, mark out a smaller disk Dy, whose boundary is Hopf-
split into two solid tori DpˆSq´1YSp´1ˆDq glued along their boundary torus Ty “ Sp´1ˆSq´1,
the level-set f “ p in BDy. We now deform the smooth structure on r0, 1s ˆ Y into a manifold X
with corners of co-dimension 2, converting each copy of Dy Ă Y0 into a face with corner BDy; a
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complementary face is Y0zšyDy “: Yc (“Y chromatic”), while the output Y1 remains smooth and
closed. The pair pX,Ycq is now a cornered bordism from šypDy, BDyq to pY1,Hq, as in Figure 16.
We will use on Yc two colors (red and blue) to indicate boundary theories B,B1 for F , as well as
a collard green colored defect D : B Ñ B1. Red and blue fill, alternately, the slices between critical
level sets f “ 0, . . . , d, while green colors the level sets f “ 1, . . . , d´ 1. Figure 17 below gives an
aerial view of the square lattice (in grey) converted by means of the Morse function sinx sin y.
 
if
i
i
i
I EFFIE
Figure 17. Converting the square lattice to a bi-colored surface
Remark 8.1 (Framings). Recall that boundary theories, in our convention, are directed from 1
to F (2.6). In the general setting of framed TQFTs, this convention picks the inward normal
as a first vector of a pd ` 1q-framing on the red/blue parts, and a second vector tangent to the
Morse flowlines on the green defect, pointing from red to green. We will specialize to oriented field
theories, where we remember only orientations, with an orientation on the bulk now determines all
the colored strata. Note, however, that when d “ 2, as for the Ising model, the Morse flow converts
an orientation to a framing over Yc, so in that dimension all the framing information of the theory
is captured in these three handles.
The two solid tori in the boundary of each p-handle Dy have opposite colors, assigned according
to the parity of p, and separated by a green Ty. Thus colored, denote the boundary BcDy. Choose
now a standard Euclidean model Dp,q for this structured Dy; the quadruple Q :“ pF ,B,B1,Dq
associates to pDp,q, BcDp,qq a vector space Hp. This space, which plays a special role as a home of
the Ising action below, has a rich structure (already mentioned earlier, in §1.25); let us just mention
its Ep ˆ Eq-bi-algebra structure, seen by writing Dp,q “ Dp ˆDq and multiplying in the Dp and
Dq directions, respectively, and illustrated for D1,1 in Figures 18 and 19 below.
After coloring Yc, Q converts the bordism X into a morphism
(8.2) QpX,Ycq :
â
y
QpDy, BcDyq Ñ F pY q.
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Definition 8.3. An Ising action for Q is a collection of vectors θp P Hp, each of which must be
invariant under the oriented symmetry group S pOppq ˆOpqqq of Dp,q. The Ising partition function
in F pY q is the QpX,Ycq-image of their tensor product ranging over all handles.
Remark 8.4. Since Hp is a vector space and the action is topological, only the components t˘1u of
the symmetry group can act on it (and then only if 0 ă p ă d). In a derived setting, there could
be additional invariance data from the continuous part of the group.
Developing this, we introduce line defects of types 0 ď p ď d for F , allowed to end at point
defects on Y . Locating the latter at critical points of index p allows us to promote them to “order
operators of type p” in the lattice theory as follows. A general line defect for F is labeled by an
object in the category F pSd´1q. Such a defect requires a normal framing; to collapse the framing
information to SOpdq, or to another subgroup S Ă Opdq, the label must be S-invariant.
Remark 8.5. In the strict case, S acts via its ppi0, pi1q-truncation, represented on the automorphism
2-group of the category F pSd´1q. This involves a permutation action of pi0S, along with a rep-
resentation of pi1S by central automorphisms on each object, with a natural compatibility. When
pi0 “ t1u, an object is invariant if pi1 acts trivially on it; otherwise, there is an additional datum of
trivializing the pi0-action on its orbit.
For each p, a distinguished object Wp is the Q-output at 1 of the cylinder r0, 1s ˆ BDp,q, with
boundary at 0 colored as BcDp,q. Its construction ensures invariance under S pOppq ˆOpqqq. An ob-
ject Wy is associated to each critical point y of index p, identified with Wp upon a standardization
41
Dy – Dp,q.
Definition 8.6. A p-defect is a line defect whose label δ P F pSd´1q lies in the subcategory linearly
generated by Wp, and which is invariant under S pOppq ˆOpqqq. A p-order operator at y is a p-defect
label δ plus a vector in HompWy, δq.
Thus defined, p-defects require pp, qq-splittings of the normal bundle; other variants are possible.
Note that Hp “ HompWp,1q. When Y is marked with defects δk at some critical points of matching
index, we denote the space of states F pY ;~δ q. A null-bordism of the defect within the cylinder X
is converted by F to a linear map F pY ;~δ q Ñ F pY q.
Proposition 8.7 (Correlators). With p-order operators placed at critical points of matching index
in Yc, Q determines a defective Ising partition function in F pY ;~δ q. A null-bordism of the defect
maps it to the Ising correlator in F pY q.
We spell this out in the next subsection; for the sake of definiteness, we restrict ourselves to the
case d “ 2, with the electromagnetic Wilson and ’t Hooft defects, of indices 0 and 2, respectively.
There is then no symmetry ambiguity in standardizing the vector labels.
8.2. The d “ 2 Ising model and beyond
8.2.1 Field theories from tensor categories. In specializing to d “ 2, we make the simplifying
assumption that the spaces H0 and H2 are 1-dimensional. While motivated by our interest in
41Standardizations move under S pOppq ˆOpqqq; in the strict setting, one is picked by orienting the descending
Morse disk at y, the lattice p-face.
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gauge theory GG and the extreme, Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions associated to the
subgroups H “ t1u and H “ G (§3.1), this property really is characteristic of theories F defined
by fusion categories T with boundary theories defined by indecomposable module categories.42
Indeed, recall from §7.2 that the 2-disk in the theory FT with boundary colored by M yields the
space EndEp1q, in the category E “ EndTpMq, and 1 is simple [EGNO, §7.12]. The components
θ0,2 of index 0 and 2 of the Ising action are just scalars, affecting the Ising partition function by
an overall factor; we will set them to 1 and concentrate on θ :“ θ1 and on the defects at the other
critical points, placed at vertices and faces of the original lattice.
The gauge theory example features a complementarity of the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
structures B,B1: reducing F along an interval with blue and red marked endpoints give the trivial
2-dimensional theory, a fancy way to say that G-bundles on the interval trivialized at one end but
free at the other are canonically trivialized. This is not used for much the discussion that follows,
up to the point of duality. For a theory FT generated by a fusion category T it allows us to Morita
transform our quadruple Q in two different ways, to one containing the regular boundary condition
and to one containing a fiber functor. It is in these settings that we use the language of Wilson and
’t Hooft defects, interchanged under the electromagnetic duality defined by the Morita equivalence.
Remark 8.8. One can ask at this stage to what extent one can abstractly replicate the generating
condition of Remark 1.24. Recall [FT1] that F is a functor from a bordism 3-category to some
symmetric monoidal 3-category C, and B,B1 : 1 Ñ F are (truncated) natural transformations
from the unit functor. “Generating” means that the algebra objects E “ EndF ppointq pBppointqq P
EndCp1q and its primed version should each generate a TQFTs isomorphic to F , with equivalences
induced by the bi-module objects B,B1, respectively.43 This statement requires interpretation: for
general C, the algebra objects E,E1 P EndCp1q need not have the same nature as the generating
object F ppointq P C, and the field theories may only be compared on Bordă1,2,3ą.
 
fives initiate
Figure 18. The two multiplications (read down) and comultiplications (read up) on H1.
8.2.2 Relation to Hopf algebras. We determine the gauge theory space H1 “ QpD1,1, BcD1,1q from
the classical model of GG: the groupoid of bundles on D
1,1 trivialized on two arcs is equivalent to
the set G of monodromies, so H1 is the space of functions on G. (See also Example 9.17.) This is a
Hopf algebra, with two Frobenius structures for the two operations, which differ by the antipode.
42Larger spaces appear in the case of multi-fusion T.
43Pictorially, E , E 1 are represented by the interval in theory F capped with the boundary condition B,B1 at both
ends, and multiplication defined geometrically by a fat Y graph.
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Figure 19. The two Frobenius quadratic forms, differing by the antipode
(The Frobenius form for the convolution algebra pairs g with g´1, while multiplication is matched
with the pointwise pairing.) The Frobenius-Hopf operations have geometric interpretations, and
products can be interchanged with co-products by means of the Frobenius forms, in a way that
matches the switch from H1 to its dual Hopf algebra. The geometric construction of the operations
is shown in Figures 18 and 19. As the picture shows, the two Frobenius quadratic forms on H1
do not agree, but differ by a reflection about the origin on (either) one of the factors: a quarter-
rotation that identifies the two sides of Figure 19 takes opposite signs on the two input boundaries.
This reflection, the Op1q-symmetry of the handle, implements the antipode S. For VectrGs with
Dirichlet (red) and Neumann (blue) boundary structures, the left picture in Fig. 18 gives the group
ring, while the right one defines the commutative multiplication on CrGs.
This Frobenius-Hopf property is not an accident: every fusion category T with a fiber functor
φ : T Ñ Vect is equivalent to the tensor category of modules over a finite semi-simple Hopf algebra,
by a Tannakian reconstruction theorem of Hayashi [Ha] and Ostrik [Os]. Moreover, the Koszul dual
category E :“ EndTpVectq is the tensor category of co-modules; equivalently (in light of finiteness)
the category of modules over the dual Hopf algebra. (The multi-fusion case is addressed by the
related notion of a weak Hopf algebra, see for instance [EGNO, Ch.7].) Thus, the most general
setting of our story pertains to finite, non-commutative gauge theory.
A full pictorial account of this TQFT-Hopf correspondence is planned for [FT2]; here, we merely
check the requisite “Peter-Weyl” decompositions of H1, which will ensure that we have the correct
algebra in the Tannakian reconstruction theorem:
Proposition 8.9. Let xi be a basis of simple objects of T and yj one for E. Then, as algebras for
the left and right multiplications in Fig. 18,
H1 –
à
i
φpxiq b φpxiq_; H1 –
à
i
φpyiq b φpyiq_.
Remark 8.10. The two identifications are related by a pi{4 rotation of BcD1,1, which implements
the Fourier transform, interchanging θ Ø θ_ in the duality below.
Proof. The interval with two red endpoints computes, under Q, the category T (cf. Remark 6.11).
We claim that the half-disk cut across the two red arcs represents the fiber functor; the theorem then
follows by pre-composing this with its adjoint. The claim follows from the three-step factorization
in Figure 20, which splits it into the fiber functor φ landing in Vect » HomF pB,B1q; its adjoint,
the inclusion of φ_pVectq Ă E; and finally the application of HomEp1, q. Because φ_pCq “Àj yjb
φpy_j q, the final two steps compose to the fiber functor. 
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Figure 20. The fiber functor
8.2.3 Order/disorder operators. Line defects in 3D TQFT were described in §3.4, where VectrGs
can be replaced by a general field theory F : the cited discussion converts the “line operator”
language into that of bordisms with corners. We specialize to 0- and 2-defects. In the theory FT
with the regular boundary condition for B and the fiber functor for B1, these are the Wilson and
’t Hooft defects; for the Hopf algebra H1, these are the modules and co-modules, respectively. We
now explain how the promotion data in Definition 8.6 leads to the defective Ising partition function
(and correlators).
Repeat the cylinder construction of §8.1, with additional holes bored through X at each defect.
This creates a white annulus on the input face and a circular edge on the output Y1. As we convened
to insert the unit at maxima and minima, the respective defect-free disks there may be capped by
colored hemispheres. We read the picture with the white annulus boundary as incoming, ready
to absorb the defect label δ. The other annulus boundary is colored, and the result produces the
vector space HomTpWy, δq as a new tensor factor in the domain of the map QpX,Ycq in (8.2). An
order operator (if p “ 0) or disorder operator (p “ 2) is a vector in the respective Hom-space at
each defect point; contracted with QpX,Ycq, it gives the Ising partition function in F pYc, ~δ q. This
is the defective Ising partition function. A null-bordism of the defect maps it to the correlator
in F pY q. The latter depends on the order/disorder insertions as well as the null-bordism of the
underlying defect.
8.2.4 The Ising state space. Conversion to extended TQFT language indicates the way of fac-
torizing Ising theories (as relative theories) on manifolds with corners. The basic rule is that any
time-cut must be transversal to all structures. For instance, we can associate an object in the center
category ZpTq to any circle cutting Yc through red and blue faces and across the green defect lines.
(We are unable to cut across the white disks, which have already absorbed a vector that does not
normally factor appropriately.) When translated to the lattice, this cutting seem counter-intuitive,
as it describes paths which zig-zag between vertices and face centers on the lattice: neither of the
obvious cutting methods — along the edges or across the edges — is allowed, from the TQFT
perspective.
The resulting circle comes subdivided into red and blue arcs. Pairing with an object in ZpTq
yields an Ising space of states. Thus, in the original Ising model, we thus get four spaces, one
for each pair consisting of a holonomy in /µ.. 2 and an irreducible /µ.. 2-representation. For general G,
we get one space for each conjugacy class and irreducible representation of the stabilizer. These
spaces also have natural inner products, because of the reality and orientation-free nature of the
theory. This natural inner product seems to be an advantage of the TQFT cutting over the obvious
one (where correction by the square root of the action is needed). The following relies on the
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identification [EGNO, Proposition 7.14.6] of ZpTq with the tensor category of modules over the
Drinfeld double algebra DpH1q.
Proposition 8.11. The Ising space of states for the circle with N red/blue interval pairs is the
free module DpH1q bHbpn´1q1 over the Drinfeld double, where DpH1q acts on the first factor only.
Proof. The space, as a module over DpH1q, is the output of r0, 1sˆS1 with the circle at 0 subdivided
into the 2N arcs. We compute it via the picture in Figure 21, by factoring it successively via the
categories HompB,B1q»Vect. The cutting lines for the factorization are as indicated. The first
cut yields the object C, which is then tensored with the vector space H1 at every step. The final
morphism HompB,B1q Ñ ZpTq is the adjoint of the fiber functor on ZpTq, and produces the double
DpH1q as a module over itself, times HbpN´1q1 . 
 
Ft
Figure 21. Computation of the Ising space of states
Remark 8.12. This presentation breaks the cyclic Z{NZ symmetry. A symmetric but less concrete
presentation is given as follows. The center ZpTq can be identified with the N -fold cyclic tensor
product
T bT T bT ¨ ¨ ¨ bT T bT ö
and receives as such an (additive) functor from TbN . The Ising space of states corresponds to the
image of χbN , where χ “Ài xibφpx_i q is the image of C under the adjoint of the fiber functor φ.
8.3. The duality theorem
The Morita equivalence between T and E “ EndTpVectq interchanges their “red” and “blue”
boundary conditions: T Ø Vect and Vect Ø E. A matching color switch on Yc is realized by a
change to the Morse function d´f , corresponding to the dual lattice. With the switch of boundary
conditions comes the switch in the type of defects and (dis)order operators. We have seen above that
for T “ VectrGs, the bi-colored construction reproduces the gauge theory of §3 and §7. It follows
that the color switch reproduces the theory RG of §7, proving, as advertised in the summary but
now stated more precisely:
Theorem 8.13. There is a natural duality, on oriented manifolds, identifying the gauge theory of
a finite group G with the Turaev-Viro theory based on ReppGq, and a matching Kramers-Wannier
duality of their lattice boundary theories with Fourier dual Ising actions. There is an interchange
of Wilson and ’t Hooft defects in the bulk theories, and of order and disorder operators for the
boundary. Dual Ising partition match up, after adjusting an overall scale factor. 
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Remark 8.14. The scale factor is concealed in the choice of SOp2q-structures for the boundary
theories. The “Fourier duality” of the Ising actions is simply their transformation in the dual Hopf
algebra using the Frobenius form: evenness allows us to use either of the two Frobenius pairings.
Mind that both sides of the duality define unoriented theories; however, as explained in the Abelian
case, the duality does require an orientation, otherwise an orientation twist is introduced.
The theorem, of course, applies to general fusion categories with a fiber functor, corresponding
to finite, semi-simple Hopf algebras H; the categories of modules and co-modules are then inter-
changed. In this generalization, we leave the setting of theories quantized from a classical model of
fields, but we can find new examples of self-dual theories [Ma], which is not possible in non-abelian
gauge theory.
9. Higher dimensions and finite path integrals
We generalize the two-dimensional lattice model for finite abelian groups to higher dimensions.
The background field encoding the higher global symmetry is a higher abelian gauge field, and the
abelian case admits a natural generalization to spectra (in the sense of stable homotopy theory)
which are finite homotopy types: only finitely many homotopy groups are nonzero and each is a
finite group. These lattice models have arbitrary “higher groups” of this type as symmetry groups.
The construction is phrased in terms of finite path integrals; see [Q, F3, Tu, FHLT] for various
expositions. All spaces and spectra in this section are finite homotopy types.
9.1. Generalized finite electromagnetic duality
Suppose S is a pointed space which is a finite homotopy type. The example relevant to §3
is S “ BG for G a finite group. Fix n P Zě0. There is an n-dimensional extended topological field
theory FS of unoriented manifolds which counts homotopy classes of maps to S. Namely, if X is
a closed n-manifold, let SX “ MappX,Sq denote the space of unpointed maps from X to S. The
partition function is
(9.1) FSpXq “
ÿ
rϕsPpi0SX
1
#pi1pSX , ϕq
#pi2pSX , ϕq
#pi3pSX , ϕq ¨ ¨ ¨
The sum is over homotopy classes of maps X Ñ S and ϕ is a representative of a homotopy class.
For S “ BG expression (9.1) reduces to (3.5). The weighted sum accounts for automorphisms ppi1q,
automorphisms of automorphisms ppi2q, etc.
Example 9.2. If A is a finite abelian group and S “ BrA is the rth classifying space—the Eilenberg-
MacLane space with pirS “ A—then (9.1) reduces to
(9.3) FBrApXq “
rź
i“0
`
#Hr´ipX;Aq˘p´1qi .
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An pn´ 1q-dimensional theory relative to FBrA has a generalized symmetry group Br´1A, some-
times called an “pr ´ 1q-form global symmetry” [GKSW].
Remark 9.4. We can twist the sum (9.1) by a suitable cocycle44 on S. For example, Dijkgraaf-
Witten theory is the case S “ BG with cocycle representing a class in HnpBG;R{2piiZq. An pn´1q-
dimensional theory relative to it is said to have an anomalous global symmetry group G. Note that
we can replace the mapping space MappX`, BGq—or rather its fundamental groupoid, which is
all we use—by the equivalent groupoid of principal G-bundles over X. With that understood
the theory of maps to BG is a gauge theory. A similar remark holds for higher groups, as in
Example 9.2.
Example 9.5. Let /µ.. n Ă T be the group of nth roots of unity. Then there is a pointed space S
which fits into the (Postnikov) principal fibration
(9.6) B2 /µ.. n ÝÑ S ÝÑ B /µ.. n
and has k-invariant a generator of H3pB /µ.. n; /µ.. nq – /µ.. n. We can view S as (the classifying space of)
a 2-group; this 2-group acts as global symmetries on any field theory relative to FS . (We remark
that this is a finite analog of a 2-group which acts on certain 4-dimensional gauge theories [CDI].)
The k-invariant is unstable so this example does not extend to a spectrum. Still, it is possible that
there is an electromagnetic dual.
The finite path integral constructs an extended n-dimensional topological field theory: a vector
space for a closed pn´ 1q-manifold, a linear category or algebra for a closed pn´ 2q-manifold, etc.
See [F3] for a heuristic treatment, [FHLT, §3] for examples, and [FHLT, §8] for a general discussion.
Here we are content to tell the result of the finite path integral in codimensions one and two.
Let Y be a closed pn´ 1q-manifold. The vector space FSpY q is simply Funppi0SY q, the space of
functions on the set rY`, Ss of (free) homotopy classes of maps Y Ñ S. If we twist by a cocycle
representing a class α P HnpS;R{2piiZq, as in Remark 9.4, then for Y oriented we construct a line
bundle p : LÑ piď1SY over the fundamental groupoid of MappY`Sq. (See [FQ, Appendix B] for a
special case.) Then FSpY q is the vector space of sections of p. Observe that a loop in piď1SY —an
automorphism of a map ϕ : Y Ñ S—is a map f : S1 ˆ Y Ñ S. The holonomy of L Ñ piď1SY
around the loop is exppxf˚α, rS1 ˆ Y syq P T. If it is nontrivial for any loop based at ϕ, then all
sections of p vanish at ϕ.
To a closed pn´ 2q-manifold Z we attach the linear category FSpZq of complex vector bundles
over piď1SZ , the fundamental groupoid of the space of maps Z Ñ S. This is the category of
representations of the path algebra of a finite groupoid equivalent to piď1SZ . In the presence of
a nonzero cocycle we obtain a category of twisted vector bundles, or equivalently the category of
representations of a twisted path algebra; see [F3, §8] for an example.
Now suppose that S has an infinite loop space structure, i.e., a choice of spaces Tm, m P Zě0,
and homotopy equivalences S Ñ ΩmTm which exhibit S as an m-fold loop space for every m P Zě0.
Equivalently, a sequence tTmumPZě0 of pointed spaces and homotopy equivalences Tm Ñ ΩTm`1
44The twisting cocycle can lie in a generalized cohomology theory, and it may also depend on the topology of X.
See [D] for an instance of the latter in the low energy effective field theory attached to the double semion model.
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defines a spectrum T and exhibits S “ T0 as the 0-space of the spectrum. For example, S “ BrA
is the 0-space of the shifted Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum ΣrHA. Spectra give homology and
cohomology theories, and vice versa; we write H‚pX;T q, H‚pX;T q for the homology, respectively
cohomology, of a space X with coefficients in the spectrum T . A spectrum T has a character dual45
spectrum T_ defined as the cohomology theory
(9.7) HqpX;T_q :“ Hom`HqpX;T q,T˘ “ HqpX;T q_.
The dual to the sphere spectrum is denoted IT, and then T_ “ MappT , ITq. Take X “ pt in (9.7)
to conclude that the homotopy groups of T_ are the Pontrjagin duals to the homotopy groups
of T :
(9.8) piqT
_ – ppi´qT q_ , q P Z.
T_ has finite homotopy type if and only if T does.
Definition 9.9. Let FT : Bordn Ñ C be the finite path integral theory based on the spectrum T .
The electromagnetic dual theory pFT q_ “ FΣn´1T_ is the finite path integral theory based on the
shifted character dual spectrum Σn´1T_.
The abelian duality of §3.3 is the case n “ 3, T “ ΣHA, for a finite abelian group A. The cor-
respondence diagram (3.30) of pointed spaces, which expresses the duality, generalizes to arbitrary
spectra as the commutative diagram of spectra
(9.10)
pT ˆ Σn´1T_, cq
p
xx
q
((
T Σn´1T_
in which
(9.11) c : T ˆ Σn´1T_ ÝÑ Σn´1IT
is the canonical duality map, which here represents an pn´ 1q-dimensional domain wall. Let T0 be
the 0-space of T and T_n´1 the 0-space of Σn´1T_. Then if X “ X 1 YY X2 is an n-manifold
decomposed into the union of submanifolds X 1, X2 with boundary intersecting in the pn ´ 1q-
dimensional submanifold Y , a field in the theory with domain wall is a pair pϕ1, ϕ2q of maps
ϕ1 : X 1 Ñ T0 and ϕ2 : X2 Ñ T_n´1. On the restriction to Y we obtain a representative of a class
in Hn´1pY ; ITq. As in §3.3 we can use it to define a Fourier transform between the vector spaces
associated to Y in the theories FT and pFT q_.
45If we replace T with Q{Z we obtain the Brown-Comenetz dual [BC]. The character dual is usually defined
with Cˆ in place of T, but for finite homotopy types the circle group is sufficient. Note that T,Q{Z,Cˆ all have the
discrete topology in this context.
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Remark 9.12. At first glance to integrate this class over Y requires a framing on Y , since the
cohomology theory IT is oriented for framed manifolds. But the duality map (9.11) may factor
through a simpler cohomology theory with a less stringent orientation condition. For example, the
duality map in (3.30) takes values in HT, so can be integrated over (standardly) oriented manifolds.
Remark 9.13. In the simplest case, T “ ΣrHA is the shifted Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum of a
finite abelian group A. Then ϕ : X Ñ T0 represents a class in HrpX;Aq. Electromagnetic duality
is well-known for such higher abelian gauge fields.
9.2. Boundary theories and domain walls
Let S,B be pointed spaces, both finite homotopy types, and suppose pi : B Ñ S is a fibration.
From this data we construct a boundary theoryBB forFS . A field on a manifold X with boundary
is ϕ : X Ñ S as before, together with a lift ψ : BX Ñ B of the restriction of ϕ to BX. So, for example,
the value of BB on a closed pn ´ 1q-manifold Y is the function of the field ϕ : Y Ñ S defined by
counting lifts ψ : Y Ñ B of ϕ up to homotopy. Let BY{ϕ denote the space of lifts. Then we have
(9.14) pFS ,BBqpY qpϕq “
ÿ
rψsPpi0BY{ϕ
1
#pi1pBY{ϕ,ψq
#pi2pBY{ϕ,ψq
#pi3pBY{ϕ,ψq ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where we sum over homotopy classes of lifts. The result only depends on the homotopy class of ϕ.
For any S there are two canonical boundary theories. The first is associated to the inclusion
˚ Ñ S of the basepoint, made into a fibration by replacing ˚ with the contractible space P pSq
of paths γ : r0, 1s Ñ S with γp0q “ ˚. We call this the Dirichlet boundary theory. The second is
associated to the identity map S Ñ S and is termed the Neumann boundary theory. For finite
gauge theory S “ BG the field ϕ may be replaced by a principal G-bundle (Remark 9.4), in which
case the Dirichlet boundary field is a trivialization of the G-bundle and, as in general, the Neumann
boundary field is trivial. These boundary theories are denoted Be and BG, respectively, in (3.9).
If pointed spaces S1, S2 of finite homotopy type define theories FS1 ,FS2 , then a correspondence
diagram
(9.15)
D
~~   
S1 S2
of finite homotopy type pointed spaces defines a domain wall DD : FS1 Ñ FS2 . Similarly, a
commutative diagram
(9.16)
D
   
B

B1
~~
S
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determines a domain wall between the boundary theories BBBB1 . There is a canonical domain
wall between the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary theories for any S.
Example 9.17. Fix n “ 3 and S “ BG for G a finite group. We use the canonical Dirichlet (red)
and Neumann (blue) boundary theories and the canonical domain wall (green) between them.
Let Y be a closed 2-manifold. Then FSpY q is the space of functions on BunGpY q, as in (3.6). If we
“color” Y red, so evaluate the pair pFBG,BDirichletq on Y , we obtain a vector inFSpY q—a function
on BunGpY q—by counting trivializations: the value of this function on a principal G-bundle QÑ Y
is zero if Q Ñ Y is not trivializable and is p#Gq#pi0Y if it is trivializable. If instead we color Y
blue, then we deduce that pFBG,BNeumannqpY q is the constant function with value 1.
 
Figure 22. A 2-disk with colored boundary
For more exercise we evaluate the quartet pFBG,BDirichlet,BNeumann,Dcanonicalq on the 2-dimensional
disk Y which is pictured in Figure 22. The boundary is divided into two sets of alternating blue
and red intervals connected by a total of 4 green points. The quartet is associated to the diagram
(9.18)
˚
}} ##˚
!!
BG
||
BG
The value of the quartet on Y is a vector space, as it is for a closed uncolored surface. The finite
path integral description tells that it is the vector space of functions on path components of fields
on Y , which are G-bundles trivialized over the red and green portions of the boundary. The result
is isomorphic to the space of functions on G. This is used in §8.2.
For any finite homotopy type S, the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary theories, together with
the canonical domain wall between them, can be input to the constructions of §8 to yield lattice
theories.
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